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Emotional intelligence is a different way of being smart.
It includes knowing your feelings
and using them to make good decisions;
managing your feelings well;
motivating yourself with zeal and persistence;
maintaining hope in the face of frustration;
exhibiting empathy and compassion;
interacting smoothly;
and managing your relationships effectively.
Those emotional skills matter immensely…”
Daniel Goleman,
author of Emotional Intelligence

♥
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Dedication
For all my students and clients
and for all the living and deceased teachers,
who show us the way to wisdom.
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Wisdom begins with wonder.
Socrates

♥
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Foreword
Ask people today what their stress level is, and the
answer is often ‚very high‛ or ‚I am always stressed.‛ We
live in a fast-paced society where feeling overwhelmed and
out of balance is common. Now we’re witnessing this
phenomenon taking its toll on our health.
More and more research verifies the stress-disease
connection. In my own practice, I have experienced
thousands of patients who have told me unsolicited that they
believed their illness was the result of stress. What’s the
answer? I think it’s time to look at how we respond emotionally
to the stress in our lives.
Your Inner Ocean is the culmination of Judy Taylor’s
extensive clinical experience in the holistic health field. Ms.
Taylor wrote her book after realizing how crucial emotional
healing and emotional wisdom are to our well-being. As a
healthcare practitioner for over twenty years in my own
right, I can passionately applaud Ms. Taylor’s emphasis.
Whenever I take a history of a new patient who has a
chronic illness, and I ask if there was a history of chronic
emotional stress in childhood or a stress pattern around the
time of the onset of the illness, the answer is virtually always
‚yes.‛
Fortunately, Chinese medical theory has always
viewed emotional and physical health as integrated, so it has
been a natural progression for me, as a practitioner of
Traditional Chinese Medicine, to work on various levels of
the human being to facilitate healing in my patients. My
colleagues and I are truly blessed to continually witness
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mind-body-spirit healing. In fact, traditional natural medical
systems throughout the world emphasize emotional healing
as crucial to any healing process.
Awareness is growing among mainstream American
medicine about the importance of stress and the emotional
component of health. Yet, most medical personnel
acknowledge that they are usually not equipped to teach
patients stress management or emotional health strategies.
Interestingly, most medical personnel could probably use
these techniques for their own benefit. So I welcome the
entrance of Judy Taylor as an author who is contributing to
the ongoing dialogue about what is important for our wellbeing.
When I think of Judy Taylor and her book, two
common phrases come to mind: ‚Practice what you preach
‚and ‚Experience is everything.‛ When you’re looking for
guidance in a particular area, it is wise to find a teacher who
walks the talk. By this, I mean that they provide inspiration,
not just information. Judy Taylor does that. A cancer
survivor, she has spent decades improving her own state of
wellness, and Ms. Taylor shares the lessons she has lived in
this book.
But the lessons are not only from Ms. Taylor’s own
life. In Your Inner Ocean you will gain wisdom on how to
embody these ideas from someone who has had direct,
hands-on experience witnessing and facilitating the
emotional health improvements of real people. By
facilitating lymphatic therapy, Ms. Taylor has been an
integral part of the increased well-being of many grateful
people. Through this book, you have the extraordinary
opportunity to benefit from the totality of that experience.
Socrates once said, ‚Wisdom begins with wonder.‛
Wonder involves looking at life as a journey of learning,
10

growing, and loving. Judy Taylor is a woman who has lived
well and can therefore offer us her timeless wisdom and
insights so we can soar to new heights. Who of us is wise
enough to accept the challenge?
Dr. Patricia Fitzgerald, LAc, CCN, DHM
Author, The Detox Solution
Founder, The Santa Monica Wellness Center,
Santa Monica, CA
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Our mental and emotional diets determine
our overall energy levels, health, and well-being
to a far greater extent than most people realize.
Doc Childre and Howard Martin,
authors of The HeartMath Solution

♥
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Introduction
There was a time in my life when I wouldn’t tell you
this, and yet I now feel like this is one of the most important
gifts I could give you. It is about my being me, including
that I like men and women, and wine and cheese. This
sharing means that I am free, and it is none of my business
what other people think of me.
That simple precept is the most valuable piece of
information I can impart, and it is why – when I started
loving myself – I stopped depriving myself of my free time. I
stopped planning magnificent but illusionary projects for the
future. Today, I do only what's fun and joyous to me what I
love and what makes my heart laugh, in my own way and
according to my own tempo. Today I know this is called
honesty. And honesty about who we are and what we like
and don’t like is what health is all about!
Why would I write a book about emotional health,
about the body’s inner ocean – the hugely important but
largely unknown lymphatic system? To explain, I need to go
back to my life’s early years.
As a young girl, I fell in love with the mind and its
emotions. I was optimistic and enormously curious why
each person was different, and I wondered why I was
attracted to some people so much more than to others. I even
asked my parents if I could go to therapy to learn what
made people tick. Issues with my dad, which ultimately
made me a better person, were another reason I wanted to
see a psychiatrist.
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Guess what? Soon my parents supported my request
and there I was in therapy! But what I didn’t know was that
I had to do all the talking, and the psychiatrist, who I
wanted to communicate with me, would just sit there and
wait for me to talk some more. When I requested of him,
‚Please tell me something about you.‛ He refused. Well, so
much for therapy! I stopped going. Kids recognize their
truth. Even as a child, I think I must have wanted to be in a
profession that works with the emotions.
After overcoming a bout with cancer in 1983, I
realized how my emotional health impacted my lymphatic
system and my overall physical well-being in a dynamic
way. I recognized that my healing was because my
lymphatic system had been cleansed and detoxified, which
allowed rebuilding of my immunity.
In order to insure that the cancer would not reappear,
I researched what had created the cancer of the thyroid. I
discovered that my obsession with being liked by people
stopped me from speaking my truth, which in turn created
physical blockages and disease related to my repressed
communication. In gaining these insights, I discovered my
need to establish greater emotional mastery, better selfunderstanding and greater self-love.
As an entrepreneurial pursuit, I opened a health spa.
Based on a suggestion from a chiropractor, I completed
training to become a lymphatic therapist and then added
lymphatic massage to the spa’s services. Very quickly, I
became impressed by the role of the lymph system, and I
realized that it was a crystal ball predicting whether or not I
could withstand the return of cancer. I now understand that
the lymphatic system is a history book recording how we
treat ourselves, physically and emotionally, thus
determining our overall health. If I wanted a strong immune
14

system, I had to strengthen my lymphatic system. And so do
you.
After looking around, I was shocked to see how little
education was being provided on this subject within the
medical establishment, the educational system, and popular
culture. I have since dedicated my life to learning, teaching
and healing myself and others in this field.
Its fluid is found throughout the body, and it needs to
move all the time in order to cleanse and detoxify. Unlike
the cardio-vascular system, it has no internal pump like the
heart; it relies on us to keep it going. Everything you do –
whether you eat organically, whether you exercise, whether
you communicate or repress, whether or not you love
yourself unconditionally – is all reflected in it like a mirror.
Did you know the lymphatic system is your body’s
ocean? Lymph is a milky, translucent fluid that runs through
your entire body in its own circulatory system separate from
the cardio-vascular system. The system relies on your help to
keep it flowing and to fulfill its role for your entire mindbody system. The concept of ‚inner flow‛ is the essence of a
healthy lymphatic system, as well the key to creating
harmony, balance, peace, and happiness in your life. The
purpose of this book is to help you to discover how you can
achieve this desirable state of inner flow.
So, now you understand how I gained knowledge
about emotional health and fell in love with the lymph
system. But why did I write this book? Well, you see, every
day your emotional health impacts your physical well-being
in powerful ways.
The chapters in this book explore aspects of life that
you experience daily. I am honored to share my experiences,
my knowledge, and my heart with you. This book is offered
as both a guide and a resource for the creation of a healthier
15

and more balanced life. It is intended to offer solace and
encouragement to those who want to understand the
mysteries of the inner self and who wish to deepen their
experience of it.
In addition, your healing is important for the healing
of the planet. Health and peace in the world begin inside
each one of us. It’s an inside voyage!
This book is offered as
a guide and a resource
that encourages transformation
toward a healthier and more balanced life.
The lymphatic system is
three times larger than our blood system –
the base of our immune system,
the body’s ocean and cleanser.

♥
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Have enough trust, honor, and faith
to acknowledge, express
and live your truth.

♥
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The Lymphatic System
Three times larger than our blood system.
The base of our immune system.
The body’s ocean and cleanser.
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Chapter 1

YOUR MIND-BODY CONNECTION
AND THE POWER YOU HAVE
Did you know that your lymphatic system consists of
a complex set of organs and vessels and is designed to ward
off infection, germs, and disease? It works in concert with
your immune system, and it is where all disease begins and
end!
The lymphatic system channels its way throughout the
body, carrying infection-fighting cells and filtering
impurities. It is commonly known as the ‚garbage disposal
system‛ of the body.
 Your body’s lymphatic system is crucial to the
cleansing of the body.
 It destroys harmful bacteria, fungi, and other
toxic materials!
 The lymphatic ocean has no pump and relies on
the body’s movement and breath to function
optimally!
 A healthy nervous system depends on a healthy
lymph system!
 You have three to four times more lymph fluid
than you have blood!
 It is your inner flow of life!
My findings over the past twenty-seven years
regarding the connection between the workings of the body’s
inner ocean and people’s emotional well-being led to the
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writing of this book Your Inner Ocean: Wisdom for Lymphatic
Health.
Should the body be treated separately from the mind
and emotions? I’m certain of a basic truth I have personally
experienced through my own self-healing from cancer and
through observations of my patients – the body and mind
work together.
But you don’t have to trust my personal observations.
There’s been plenty of research validating the mind-body
connection, such as the work of Candace Pert. In her book
Molecules of Emotion, this internationallyrecognized
researcherstates, ‚Most psychologists treat the mind as
disembodied, a phenomenon with little or no connection to
the physical body. Conversely, physicians treat the body
with no regard to the mind or the emotions. But the body
and mind are not separate<‛
As pharmacologist, Dr. Pert found that the vital link
between body and mind is in the emotions and their
biological components. She believes that the emotions
coordinate all parts of our physiology into one harmonious
whole. In her ground-breaking book Molecules of Emotion,
she explains that the ‚chemistry of emotion‛ is what allows
the mind and body to communicate. And she tells us that
emotions can be found in our muscles, organs, glands, brain
and stomach (i.e., ‚gut feelings‛). In fact, one of her most
stunning discoveries is that emotional information is held in
the body at a cellular level.
More commonly known mind-body research has
linked psychological and emotional stress to high blood
pressure, chest pain, heart attacks, and even death. For
instance, a study of patients with coronary heart disease by
Dr. Diwaker Jain of Yale University Medical School
appeared in The Journal of the American College of
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Cardiology(May 1998). His conclusion? Mental stress is at
least as potent as physical stress in the exacerbation of heart
disease.
In watching my own healing and that of others, I
have seen that lightening up, loving, and laughing can be
more healing than any drug out on the market. And in his
book The Healing Diet: A Total Health Program to Purify Your
Lymph System and Reduce the Risk of Heart Disease,
cardiologist Gerald M. Lemole, MD, echoes my view about
the power of laughter and a light heart with the comment:
‚It delights me to think that Robin Williams or Richard
Pryor have had a greater impact on the nation’s health than
any other number of gray-faced doctors prescribing Xanax
or Percocet.‛ He adds that the benefit of laughter comes in
part from the resulting change in our physiological
environment – specifically relaxation and calmness.
And what feels better than to be touched emotionally
or physically? An early pioneer in mind/body interactions,
IlanaRubenfeld explored the psychological benefits of touch
through her Rubenfeld Synergy Method. This system for
emotional healing combines compassionate bodywork with
Gestalt therapy and intuition. Backed by over 40 years of
research, Rubenfeld’s findings prove that memories and
emotions stored in our bodies can result in blocked energy
and imbalances. Her book The Listening Hand describes how
to use her method for self-healing.
In his book Biology of Belief, Bruce Lipton, a biologist,
explores how the cells of the body react to the mind.
Specifically, he looks at the cell membrane, which acts as a
kind of brain for the cell, communicating with the outside
world, and interpreting and reacting to the emotions and
thoughts of the organism. Thus, it is natural that healing for
the mind results in healing for the body, and vice versa.
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In my own practice as a lymphatic specialist, I utilize
a special bodywork technique that was pioneered by the
Chinese over 2000 years ago – the art of GuaSha. It can be
used to treat many ailments, helping to relieve swelling,
bruising, lumps, bumps and pain – all of which are signs of
lymphatic blockage. Although I originally learned the
technique to help people with physical challenges, I found
this modality for cleansing of the mind and emotions to be
effective as well. Once again, the mind-body link is affirmed.
In my practice, I have found that the mind and
emotions heal as the lymphatic system regains function. For
instance, one patient of mine found that after her first visit
for lymphatic treatment, her emotions opened up after many
years of having been shut down. After her second visit, she
experienced the feeling of fear surfacing in her life and
began to work through it. After her third visit, she
remembered times when she had witnessed physical
violence. Then with some more lymphatic healing, she was
able to release the trauma associated with these memories –
a move she believes was life-changing! By clearing her
lymphatic system, she also cleared her energetic core of
emotional residue from the past.
Yes, the mind, body and emotions are integrated and
inseparable! It is an energy system that maintains our health
and keeps us healthy. Thus, the key to staying healthy is to
care for the whole body through attaining balance. Bring
balance out of the chaos in your life! I know you can do it!
And we’ll start with emotional balance – the overriding
message of every thought – with this book leading the way.
You are vibrant and very much alive; you have the
power to make it all happen! When gaining greater
emotional mastery and better understanding of yourself,
you come closer to loving yourself. And when you love
24

yourself, your lymph is better able to support you to become
the person you always wanted to be. My book will get you
started down this path.
How do you keep your lymph and your life flowing?
Having enough trust, honor, and faith to acknowledge,
express and live your truth. Be who you are, always with
kindness and gentleness. This will support your lymphatic
system, which in turn will keep your immune system in
tiptop shape. It will also help you achieve a balanced life.
Keep reading to learn how to honor yourself, your
emotions, and your health more each day!

♥
A point to consider:Listening to yourself positively affects
your life and your lymphatic system.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚My interior guide is there
for my greater good.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Why would I not listen to my
own guidance?‛
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Now that you know
honoring yourself is the ticket,
why not tune into a station
calledyou?

♥
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Chapter 2

LETTING YOUR EMOTIONS GUIDE YOU

Consult your emotions, letting them be your guide to
caring for your body, mind, and spirit. When you
acknowledge yourself by choosing to listen to yourself, you
create positive movement in life. And doesn’t it make sense
that when you’re in tune to yourself, your lymphatic system
will be positively affected?
Now that you know that honoring yourself is the
ticket, why not tune into a station called you? As you do so,
you will do away with resistance and will keep yourself
alive in a powerful way. So remember to embrace your
feelings and then follow their lead – which is your lead – for
guidance.
A great process is to make a list of the ideas for
guidance that come to you, plus how you act on them. Do
this for a week or so, and see what the results are. By
monitoring your reality and becoming aware of whether you
are following your inside prompt, you’ll be able to assess the
gifts you enjoyed or ignored. If you didn’t act on your inner
wisdom, ask yourself, ‚Why not?‛ See if you can do better
the next time. And when you do follow up your inner
wisdom with action, give yourself acknowledgement for
having the courage to face the things you need to work on in
your life! Then, go have some fun!
You see, your emotions are your reflection of where
you are in life – and you take them with you wherever you
go. Sometimes you fly high with joy, knowing you’re on
27

track with our life; other times, you wade through difficult
emotions that send you the message to make changes.
But eventually honoring your own truth shall set you
free! You’ll spend less time wading through the muck. And
the highs you’ll experience from being emotionally free are
like flying like a bird way up in a bright open sky!
So how are you programming your life and your
lymphatic health? A good beginning is to know that your
lymph system listens to you! But how well are you listening
to yourself?
Let’s compare your inner ocean, your immunity and
savior in health, to a proven and scientifically tested concept.
The Hidden Messages in Water by Masaru Emoto is the study
of water. If you knew you could maximize your body’s inner
flow, the lymphatic fluid, wouldn’t you just be elated with
joy? Well, perhaps you can by the quality of thoughts and
emotions you choose to have.
Your inner ocean of lymphatic fluid, which is mainly
water, is 70% of your body’s weight and three times greater
in volume than your blood. Therefore, Dr. Emoto’s studies
are important to consider; they can tell you a lot about the
health of your body’s inner flow.
According to Emoto, water has the ability to copy and
memorize information. This study shows how your
thoughts, words, and emotions affect your mind, soul, and
body and make the difference between disease and good
health. Crystals form according to the energy that is put into
water, whether inside of the body or outside. As an example,
Emoto showed that not a single complete crystal formed in
tap water from Tokyo, which contained a dose of chlorine
used to sanitize it, a chemical that is utterly destroying the
structure found in natural water.
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However, in natural water, no matter where it came
from – natural springs, underground rivers, glaciers, and the
upper reaches of rivers – complete crystals formed. Emoto
and a researcher, decided to ‚see what happens when we
expose the water to music.‛ The vibrations of music had an
effect on the water.
The results were astonishing. Beethoven’s Pastoral
Symphony, with its bright and clear tones, resulted in
beautiful and well-formed crystals. Mozart’s Fortieth
Symphony, a graceful prayer to beauty, created crystals that
were delicate and elegant. And the crystals formed by
exposure to Chopin’s Etude in E, Opus 10, Number 3
surprised them with their lovely detail. In contrast, the water
exposed to violent heavy-metal music resulted in
fragmented and malformed crystals.
Next, Emoto wondered what would happen if words
or phrases like ‚thank you‛ and fool were written on paper
and wrapped around the bottles of water with the words
facing in. It didn’t seem logical for water to ‚read the
writing, understand the meaning, and change form
accordingly.‛ But, the results of the experiments didn’t
disappoint them. Water exposed to ‚thank you‛ formed
beautiful hexagonal crystals, but water exposed to the word
fool produced crystals similar to the water exposed to heavymetal music, malformed and fragmented. Further
experimentation showed that water exposed to positive
expressions like ‚Let’s do it!‛ created attractive well-formed
crystals, but water exposed to negative expressions like ‚Do
it!‛ barely formed any crystals at all.
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‚Do it!‛

‚Let’s do it!‛

‚Love and gratitude.‛

‚Fool.‛

The lesson we can learn from this experiment has to
do with the power of words. The vibration of supportive
words has a positive effect on our body’s inner ocean, the
lymphatic system, whereas the vibration from negative
words has the power to destroy or to create disease.
The words that formed the most beautiful and
delicate crystals were love and gratitude. It was as if the water
rejoiced and celebrated. It was so beautiful that it changed
Emoto’s life from that moment.
Our
bodies
reflect
exactly
what
Mr.
Emotodemonstrated. Our thoughts and vibrations affect our
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lymphatic fluid and impact our soul and our health. This
information can change the trouble our society is in and
bring health back to you as you apply this valuable
information. Words are an expression of our soul. And the
condition of our soul is likely to have an impact on the water
that makes up 70% of our body. In the final analysis,
immunity is love. It’s really just common sense.

♥
A point to consider: Your words and thoughts directly
affect the structure of the water that makes up your lymph.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Love and gratitude is the
root of good health.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚How have negative words and
thoughts affected my health?‛
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If you keep focusing on the drama,
don’t be surprised when your life becomes
even more dramatic.

♥
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Chapter 3

PAYING TOO MUCH ATTENTION
TO YOUR DRAMA AND TRAUMA
I love what American author Henry Miller had to say:
‚Develop interest in life as you see it – in people, things,
literature, music. The world is so rich, simply throbbing with
rich treasures, beautiful souls, and interesting people. Forget
yourself.‛
You need not pay too much attention to your drama
and trauma. You need to pay more attention to gratitude and
life’s many possibilities. Life was designed for our
enjoyment, not as an endurance test!
Now, don’t get me wrong; there are times when we’re
given circumstances that definitely bring up tender feelings –
emotions that are rocky and throw us off balance for a bit.
But at these times, you can slow down and ask yourself:
‚What’s the good that I can see from this?‛
‚What’s the lesson that I need to learn from this?‛
‚What will this circumstance make me remember and
how can it affect me for the better?‛
It’s quite amazing when you think about it; you could
easily become your drama and stories. So if you keep
focusing on the drama, don’t be surprised when your life
becomes even more traumatic and that this pattern continues
for as long as you hold onto your stories.
Doesn’t it sound better to experience the feelings,
acknowledge the reality, and trust that you’re allowed to
33

move onto a new place – a better place! It’s simple really<
just get a life!

♥
A point to consider:Drama and trauma create more drama
and trauma.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚I am allowed to experience
my feelings, but then I will move on.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚What is it that I need? Why am I
stuck in my drama and trauma?‛

34
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Do you give yourself
support, honor, and respect?

♥
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Chapter 4

YOUR #1 RELATIONSHIP:
THE ONE WITH YOURSELF
It is quite a gift to have relationships. They come in
many different forms and are always being created every
step of the way. Among them, there is your relationship with
yourself, which is your first relationship. That is the biggie!
It’s what forms the foundation for all the other relationships
in your life.
Please stop for a moment. Close your eyes and picture
what your primary relationship feels like to you. How it feels
to you is exactly how it feels to your lymphatic system. And
ultimately that reflection shows up in your health and sense
of well-being. This feeling is also the foundation for your
total being out in the world and in your world< and it all
comes from deep inside you.
Do you give yourself support, honor, and respect? Do
you listen to that voice inside that says because you are you,
you are entitled to express all of what you are< all of
whatever it is that defines your own uniqueness? After all, if
everyone was meant to be the same in life, we would have
been designed to look the same, to have the same desires, to
exhibit the same talents, and to share the same likes and
dislikes. Does that sound like a very interesting world? No
way! In fact, it is loving and appreciating the differences in
everyone that creates a good relationship with yourself and
other people.
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Is your heart open when you make decisions? Do you
see yourself as a worthy person? Do you feel you deserve to
be treated lovingly? Can you give love and receive it too? If
the answers to these questions are yes, you are most likely
having a good relationship with yourself. If the answer is no
to any of these questions, it is time to allow yourself a better
life – and a healthier lymphatic system. Let go of the
judgments and blame you hold against yourself and others!
You create the circumstances and relationships that
either support you or don’t, and your choices affect your
lymphatic system. So be good to yourself. There is only one
person designed to be all that you are. It is right to love
yourself. You are special.
The relationship you have with yourself creates the
template for all the relationships you encounter in all of your
life – be they intimate, work, friendship, family, or even
momentary encounters, like with a checker at the
supermarket. Give yourself the gift of enjoying your natural
right to have loving relationships as you go through this
wonderful thing called life. Your lymph system will be
grateful and supportive when you do.

♥
A point to consider:Your relationship with yourself creates
the template for all of your relationships.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I can have good relationships
by having a good relationship with myself.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚When I look at my
relationships, do I see that I am or am not experiencing
love?‛
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There’s no end
tothe delights of lifeyou could enjoy,
if only you’d notice them.

♥
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Chapter 5

EXPERIENCING DELIGHT
The truth of a life really has little to do with what
happens. Does that surprise you? The quality of your life is
actually derived from your ability to experience delight. And
openness to delight comes from the gift of paying attention –
from looking and listening and by being in the moment.
When you pay attention to your world’s delights, your
lymphatic healing can take place.
Just think of how many things there are in the world
that touch you, that make you feel good, that bring you joy –
perhaps even tears of joy! Is it the smile of someone walking
toward you – a friendly stranger or someone you know? Is it
simply taking in the beauty and scent of a flower, enjoying
the sensational blue sky with its clouds delicately floating by,
and oh so many other wonderful creations of Mother Nature?
Is it a baby kicking its darling little feet and waving its
precious hands for no reason? There’s no end to the delights
of life you could enjoy, if only you’d notice them. If you don’t
choose to notice – then and only then are there no delights!
Since we have free will as human beings, we have a
choice whether to experience delight or not. We choose to or
not. But remember that the lymphatic system is affected by
our emotions and expressions. Why not support both your
life and your health by appreciating the delights that this
wonderful world has to offer?
When you change your focus to delight, your sense of
awareness will fill up with so much positive energy! This will
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help balance the uncomfortable circumstances you
experience with the opportunities that catapult you to a new
and better place. Delight is the thing that lifts you up!

♥
A point to consider:You have the choice to experience the
delights of life.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Life is worth delighting in.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚How would my life be different
for me if I delighted in the many opportunities that come my
way?‛
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Our inner critic beats us up
for having lives
that don’t seem to be
working for us.

♥
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Chapter 6

LETTING GO OF YOUR INTERNAL CRITIC
Close your eyes, become still, and get in touch with
your inner self. This is a way to receive answers regarding
the situations that cause you to be so hard on yourself. When
you are silent and listening to yourself, you also have the
opportunity to get rid of your inner critic. Your critic is the
internal part of you that puts you down. When you hear this
voice, think the command, ‚STOP!‛ Then give yourself
positive messages, such as ‚I can handle this!‛ or ‚I am good
enough.‛
When your mind is quiet, you can receive wisdom
about what is good for you, and then you can create this
reality. In fact, you need quiet time to create and maintain a
reality that will resonate with who you truly are. When you
don’t make time for it, your inner critic beats you up for
having a life that doesn’t seem to be working for you. And
then stress caused by your perception impacts your
lymphatic system, immunity and overall state of health!
Doesn’t it make sense that, to mute your inner critic,
you need to stop and get off the roller-coaster of life for a
little while each day? In the quiet of your mind, you can
allow for the opportunity to see how your own good could
unfold, as well as the good of others. It takes a peaceful mind
to make wise choices. Plus, having a peaceful mindset in
itself will rid you of the stress that creates self-blame and
criticism.
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So quiet your mind, and also observe all the good that
you are! Come to understand that you, like everyone else, are
doing your best in each and every moment. If you could do
any better, you would! And it’s only when you get rest and
create space for self-acceptance and recognition of necessary
changes that the changes appear.

♥
A point to consider:By silencing your mind, you will be able
to make wiser decisions and rid yourself of your inner critic.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I can change my self-critical
way of thinking.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚What other steps can I take
along the road of self-support and self-acceptance?‛
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Responding is choosing
to take your power and use it
to reflect who you are inside.

♥
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Chapter 7

RESPONDING vs. REACTING
Emotions are led by your choices and your responses.
When facing a difficult situation, do you respond or react?
When you react, you allow circumstances or people to
overpower you. When you do this, you are essentially giving
away your power, and that choice is always toxic to your
lymph system. For example, imagine that you’re having a
conversation with someone, and they negatively judge your
choices. Rather than saying how you feel about being judged,
you try to make the other person wrong, raising your voice in
anger and creating a circumstance where the other person
has to defend themselves.
Responding is choosing to take your power and use it
to reflect who you are inside. That’s called emotional and
mental ‚discipline‛ or ‚empowerment.‛ With your actions,
you’re saying, ‚This is how I’m feeling about what’s
happening. You don’t have to agree, however I need to
express myself.‛
Reacting is about being at the mercy of someone else
and saying that the other person is better, smarter, and more
important than you are. However, since we’re all exactly on
the same level of life and there’s no room for judgment, it’s
our duty to respond according to who we really are, not
based on who we think the other person is.
If we were all meant to be the same, we would have
been designed that way. Instead, each of us has individual
responses to every single thing that occurs in life. Respecting
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who you are is your reason for being alive. Don’t go against
that design! You deserve to let the world know the responses
coming from your gut. When you do, you’ll be honoring the
flow that is your flow of life, and this choice will also support
your health.

♥
A point to consider:Empowerment comes from living and
speaking my truth without judging yourself or others.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Responding, rather than
reacting, allows me to live more effectively.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚If I honor myself, do I need to
react, rather than respond?‛
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Oh, what good a little break can do!

♥
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Chapter 8

TAKING BREAKS
To recharge your batteries, and maintain an emotional
balance, you need to allow for a short or long break, time to
escape from your ‚stuff to do.‛ What good a little break can
do! Your body will be especially happy about it. ‚Help! Give
me a break,‛ it is screaming. ‚Don’t push me so hard that I
become traumatized and off balance. Take me out of this
business of pushing and never stopping! I need to be
reenergized! Take me to the place where I will be glowing.‛
For instance, you might head outside and notice how
you feel different. The sunlight from above can transcend
your low energy and lift you up! As you access greater
clarity, you will attain union with your inner wisdom. Then,
the inner work can trigger outer changes.
As part of your breaks, plan something entertaining
that you’ll look forward to doing. Excitement and upliftment
will help you to stay positive and maintain a good outlook.
This also supports the flow of lymph, providing the
movement necessary to bring on true healing.
During one of your next breaks, try this exercise. Begin
by quietly writing about something that already positively
affects – or would positively affect – you and your life. Then
close your eyes and picture your mind and emotions as a
room with the door slightly open. Nudge the door open and
create ‚open mindedness.‛ Begin to allow yourself to think
about this positive thing expanding in your life, and hold
onto that thought. Every time your mind starts drifting off
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into other places, gently bring yourself back to your chosen
focus and see where your open mind takes you.
Opening your mind through the exercise will help
balance you, your life, and your lymph!

♥
A point to consider: A break creates a clean and clearer
perception of reality, and it supports the flow of life.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Taking breaks makes my
lymphatic system and my entire being clearer.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Since I now know that
overdoing it keeps me stuck, doesn’t it make sense to stop
and smell the roses?‛
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You can only depend
on yourself
to figure out
what feels best to you.

♥
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Chapter 9

DISCOVERING WHAT FEELS BEST TO YOU
Each day, practice something that gives you a sense of
inner balance. No one can choose what is right for you. Why?
Everyone responds differently to different things.
You can only depend on yourself to figure out what
feels best to you. For example, for exercise some people like
to walk, play tennis, do Pilates, rebound, practice yoga,
dance, go to the gym, golf, etc. For entertainment, some of
people prefer movies, museums, a romantic dinner, parties,
plays, art exhibits, concerts, picnics, and on and on.
There are many choices that you have, and it is most
important to look inside when you decide. When you are
able to listen to that little voice inside, the answers will come
easily to guide you. However, there is no right and wrong. It
all comes down to the question of what feels best to you,
based on your own priorities.
I suggest that you don’t ask everyone else what they
think you should do, especially if you’re going to take their
advice and have it be the last word. That’s only going to give
you what they think you’d like to do. How can someone else
know what’s right for you? We can only know what’s right
for ourselves. If someone else offers their advice, it’s best to
listen carefully and see what’s valuable, but then make your
own choice. That way, you’re the ultimate decision maker for
your life.

♥
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A point to consider: If I look to others, I will never know
what’s best for me. I’ll only know what they think is best for
me.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚I know what’s best for me
when I look inside of myself and respect the answer that
comes to me.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Can I trust myself to make my
own choices and feel good about it, no matter what anyone
else thinks or says?‛
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Think of how nurturing it isto just
“tell it like it is,”
and set up a design
in your life that actually
nurtures you and feels right!

♥
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Chapter 10

DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING BOUNDARIES
In her book Boundaries: Where You End and I Begin,
author Anne Katherine provides an excellent definition of
boundaries. She writes, ‚A boundary is a limit that defines
you as separate from others.‛ You can know what
boundaries are desirable for you by examining your feelings.
By paying attention to how you feel and seeing what doesn’t
feel good, you can design and develop boundaries that take
care of you and allow for your nurturance.
I’m sure that you can remember a time when you
clearly didn’t want to do something that a friend, lover, or
family member wanted to do. And because you wanted the
other person to like you, to not be angry at you, and/or to
think of you as a good person, you went along for the ride.
That was despite the fact that you knew that you didn’t want
to do this!
Alternatively, think of how good it feels to just ‚tell it
like it is,‛ setting up a design for our lives that actually is
nurturing and feels right, an approach that makes our body
and mind say, ‚YES! YES! YES! Thank you for honoring us!‛
You should honor them since your mind and body are your
best friends and will remain there for you when you are there
for yourself.
When you know what you want to say to another
person about a situation, I suggest that you speak the words
first to yourself and then to the other involved in the picture.
When you do, guess what happens? You support both your
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body and mind along with your lymphatic system once
again.
Yes, boundaries help your emotions and mind, and
they strengthen your well-being. They also support a happy
and healthy lymph system. So just say ‚yes‛ and mean it,
and say ‚no‛ and mean it!

♥
A point to consider:You are worth the effort needed to
design and develop boundaries to support who you are.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Boundaries enable me to
serve myself and others to the highest degree.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Is it better for me to create
boundaries or to blame others when my life is not what I
want it to be?‛
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There is a bigger and better plan
for us
than we know.

♥
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Chapter 11

TRUSTING THE PROCESS OF LIFE
One perspective in life that encourages lymphatic flow
is seeing every experience as an opportunity. I believe that
there are reasons, since the beginning of time through today,
why things happen the way that they do. For example, you
might meet a new person who is very attractive to you, but
they remind you of one of your parents. Thinking about the
similarities, you realize that this person may have shown up
to help you work through something incomplete in your
relationship with that parent.
God (or the Universe, if you prefer) works in funny
ways. There is a bigger and better plan for us than we know.
Trusting in the process of life can give you the ongoing faith
that brings a more blissful existence and a healthier
lymphatic system.
Have you noticed that the times of greatest challenge
make the biggest difference in our lives? It sometimes seems
that pain gives us as much as gain. So, know that when life is
presenting you with circumstances that push your buttons,
something good is happening on another level. It’s at these
times that we must stop, look, and listen to see the hidden
benefits. Rest assured that you will see that, if you look in the
right way, something good is happening.
You’re being tested, tried, and brought to new levels
of maturity when experiences are pushing you this way and
that. Thus, what seems like diversity is actually your gift.
You can fight this process, which only causes more stress, or
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you can go with the flow of it and receive answers to
questions that may have been perplexing you for some time.
You are always in the learning curve, so why not get into it
and really be there? You will receive something, and you
deserve to receive the goodness that the process of life has
designed for you!

♥
A point to consider:You are gaining something with every
experience that comes your way, and you need to keep that
in mind always.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I will honor the processes
that are given to me in life.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Am I willing to stay in the
process until I get the lesson or gift?‛
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The only thing that encourages self-worth
istaking your life and owning it.

♥
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Chapter 12

SEEING YOUR SELF-WORTH
When you look to others for your self-worth, you’re
going to be disappointed. We all need to learn to see our own
worth, as we are in the best position to understand our own
gifts and strengths.
Without self-worth, our movement through life can
become self-defeating. It’s like God made us the way we are,
and if we don’t like it, we will send that negative message
out into the world and that’s what will come back to us.
Motivational speaker Les Brown once said, ‚Shoot for
the moon. Even if you miss it, you will land among the
stars.‛ What Brown’s message means to you, to me, or to any
person is that when you do what your heart leads you to do,
you will end up somewhere amazing, even if not exactly the
place you imagined. In other words, when you believe in
yourself, you follow your own lead. That in itself lifts you up
and feeds your self-worth. And it allows your lymph to flow.
When you need a shot of self-worth, try listening to
yourself and being theyou that you are. This is a way to
acknowledge your own uniqueness and without getting
distracted by your fears of what others think about what
you’re doing, saying, or thinking. Remember, even if you
doubted your self-worth in the past, only nowmatters. Each
moment gives you an opportunity to see yourself in a new
light, and your inner light shines brightest when you
appreciate yourself!
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When you find yourself blaming others for what is
coming back at you in the world, recognize that the outcome
is based on what you contribute and your self-worth is a big
part of what’s creating the outcome. Forget blame. The only
thing that encourages self-worth is taking your life and
owning it.
Of course, some of you may be faulting your parents
or someone else who is close to you for your lack of selfworth, so let’s look at that for a moment. If your parents were
supported for who they really are and not who their parents
would have liked them to be, they’d have the tools to use this
parental attitude with you. However, if they weren’t
fortunate enough to have that kind of support, changing your
sense of self-worth will be up to you. Now, in this work, it
helps to choose faith. With faith, you can turn the tide and
change the circumstance.
They say it’s an inside job, and this is true, isn’t it? You
can increase your self-worth – and each person’s self-worth
that you come into contact with – by being the good example.
It’s just that simple.

♥
A point to consider:You deserve to be appreciated for who
you are because you’re unique and special, just like everyone
else.
Affirmation to repeat to yourself: ‚I can achieve a higher
level of self-worth through trust and faith.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Can I let go of my preconceived
notion that it’s someone else’s responsibility to create my
self-worth, or can I believe in myself on my own?‛
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Can you imagine a world
filled with gratitude?

♥
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Chapter 13

BEING GRATEFUL
Can you imagine a world filled with gratitude? A
world populated with people who have the ability to see that
the glass is half full, not half empty? I can guarantee you that
the lymph system flows well in people full of gratitude, but
does not in people who constantly complain.
So many times, I find myself asking, ‚What am I
grateful for?‛ That’s instead of ‚Why didn’t I do this?‛ or ‚If
only I hadn’t done that!‛ It’s very powerful to get into a
grateful mindset. In fact, Oprah Winfrey did this in a way
that she believes changed her life. She wrote down twenty to
thirty things that she was grateful for every day. Oprah did
this for three months, and it made a huge difference in her
life. Try it yourself. You’ll be shocked at how much it will
change your attitude.
I tried Oprah’s gratitude exercise myself. And as I
wrote the items down one day, I saw that I was focusing on
all the good things that had happened. I didn’t have time to
focus on the negative things that would have normally
drawn my attention. Suddenly there I was, noticing all the
good during the day so I could add it to my list! My whole
personality became lighter, brighter, happier, more confident,
and more engaged in the moment. Plus my energy increased
dramatically! My lymph was flowing well, too – a reflection
of my new focus. I was amazed!
I began to suggest that my patients make a gratitude
list if they liked the idea. The ones that did it came back and
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said they were astounded. They felt better, had more energy,
and experienced higher spirits! They definitely felt the
difference.
Think of being grateful as the opposite of complaining,
whining, blaming, feeling sorry for yourself, and looking at
all that doesn’t come out the way you thought it should.
Actually, if you have faith that your circumstances are the
way they’re supposed to be for you to grow and learn, you’ll
be grateful for the opportunity to experience life just as it is<
and not how it is not!
Here’s something else to remember when you go
through life passages that are painful and sad. It’s alright to
feel the feelings, acknowledge them, and let them be there.
When it’s all said and done, you’ll experience plenty of
gratitude when you are on the other side of it!

♥
A point to consider: It’s easy to see what does not feel good.
However, you’ll become a more powerful person when
you’re grateful for what is!
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I’m grateful.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Would I experience more joy if I
accepted life as a gift?‛
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When your mind creates thoughts
of things, people, and circumstances,
it draws those very things to you.

♥
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Chapter 14

CHOOSING YOUR THOUGHTS
Your thoughts impact your reality, including your
state of health. So, if you have negative thoughts, switch
them before they transform into reality! Discipline your mind
and emotions to work for you and your lymphatic health.
When your mind creates thoughts of things, people,
and circumstances, it draws those very things to you. So this
can work both for you and against you. If you expect to get
sick because you’re working too many hours and not getting
enough rest, you will get sick! On the other hand, if you’re
dealing with a temporarily heavy work schedule but are
mindfully compensating with rest, exercise, a good diet and
stress reduction, you will be able to glide through the period
while remaining healthy.
When you fully understand that your thoughts attract
what you’ll have, you will become very powerful and quite
supportive of your flow of life. You can become a conscious
creator, rather than an arbitrary one. And one of the things
you can help manifest is a healthy lymph system.
Gifts are given every day all the time. You can accept
them or reject them. But you can only recognize the gifts that
match your thinking. When you are able to acknowledge the
gifts that present themselves, it moves you forward and
supports the flow of the lymph system.
So what’s my message? Movement in life comes from
your thoughts! They can either support your flow or impede
it.
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By the way, words work in a similar way to thoughts.
You speak the words and then the words turn into your
reality. So speak what you want, not what you don’t want. It is
your life. Say it the way you want it to be for you. You’re your
own boss and your own high priest.

♥
A point to consider:You run your own ship, so you need to
watch where you guide your journey.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I create my reality with my
thinking.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚If I control my thoughts, what
can I do differently to positively affect my reality and my
lymphatic health?‛
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What bothers you the most
about other people?
Could it be something
that bothers you about yourself?

♥
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Chapter 15

BEING BOTHERED BY OTHERS
Why do others bug you? When you are judging and
disliking someone, could it be something about yourself that
bothers you? Could your annoyance be related to a quality or
behavior you dislike about yourself? It could be, and it is!
When you’re judging others, it means that the initial
judgment and blame started with yourself. So notice when
you don’t like something about another person. Cradle that
thought, and recognize the exact thing that puts you in a state
of dislike for him or her. See that it is something which
bothers you about yourself. Could it be that these people are
offering you opportunities to work through your areas of
personal challenge? Definitely! They are your gifts!
‚Hmph! Some gift!‛ you might think. I sympathize! So
here’s an idea. How about using these encounters as good
opportunities to use your sense of humor and laugh at life for
giving you this person to help you grow? And as you go
through the process of growth and work on lightening your
load, the lymph will have an easier and easier time flowing.
To get to the other side of a particular personal issue,
embrace what makes you uncomfortable about yourself and
nurture yourself in this area that hurts. As they say, ‚What
we resist persists.‛ But once you embrace and work on
whatever it is that’s annoying you about yourself, you’ll soon
be able to see that you no longer have to give it much energy.
And eventually the person who annoyed you will become no
big deal!
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Just think about it. You have the power to stop
yourself from allowing others to bother you! Yes, when you
start embracing yourself for all that you are, and stop being
so self-critical, you will be able to stop being so hard on
others. Then guess what? Your inner and outer flow will
resume, and you get to let out a huge HOORAY!

♥
A point to consider: Consider how lovely it will be when you
embrace who you are and how great it will be not to be
bothered by others!
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚There is much value in
embracing what bothers me about others, which is what
bothers me about myself.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚When will I begin to let go of
judging myself and start allowing others to be who they are
without it bothering me?‛
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Asking for help allows us
to see the beauty in life
and to realize that there’s good
to be had at all times.

♥
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Chapter 16

ASKING FOR HELP
It’s surprising how many of us think it’s weak to ask
for help. Yet asking for help when you need it releases the
pressure that builds up when you believe that you have to do
everything by yourself. What a relief to feel okay about
getting the help you need! And the people who resonate with
your request will feel honored to be of service.
Yes, it is a special gift to give the right person the
opportunity to be of service. Just think about it. You would
only ask someone who is special to you – someone who can
do what needs to be done and who allows you to show your
vulnerability. It is like someone offering to pay for your meal;
it is a gift to the person giving, as well as a gift for you to
receive.
And there’s an additional bonus to finding help. Your
lymph system will be off the hook and no longer traumatized
when you let go and ask for what you need, rather than
worrying, fretting, and stressing.
What is it that makes you think you can do it all?
There is no one person who can do it all, and the sooner you
find that out, the better off your life, your lymph, and your
health will be. My dad used to say something to me when I
thought that I couldn’t take a vacation because none of my
co-workers did the work as well as I did. He’d comment:
‚Judy, no one is indispensable. Not even you!‛ This is a truth
that changes your attitude and gives you freedom.
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Know that whomever you ask to help, the exchange
will be a gift for you and for them at the same time. It’s about
realizing that life goes on, allowing yourself to get unstuck,
and giving yourself a chance to start moving ahead toward
all the lovely things that you are meant to enjoy.
Asking for help allows you to see the beauty in life
and to realize that there’s good to be had at all times – but
only when you’re free enough to see it.

♥
A point to consider: No one is indispensable, and it is
healthier and more fun to be a team.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚It’s foolish to think that
everything can be handled by one person.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Am I willing to let go of my
pride enough to ask for help when I need it or want it?‛
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Truth be known,
there is no need to push past
what is healthy
and appropriate for you.

♥
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Chapter 17

RESPECTING YOUR EMOTIONAL SPEED LIMIT
We need to recognize the value of not driving in
excess of our emotional speed limit and of listening to our
inner messages and honoring them. It’s like driving a car. We
can drive an automobile above the speed limit, but we have
to look over our shoulder to see if there’s a cop behind us.
We expect to get into trouble. We get stressed and so does
our lymph system. In the similar way, when we don’t pay
attention to the speed limit recognized by our inner wisdom,
we become stressed, feel afraid, and live at war with
ourselves.
If a time comes when you feel pressed beyond the
point of staying in balance, take it as a clue that you need to
stop, look, and listen to your emotional needs. Some common
clues are anxiety, impatience, and feelings of fatigue.
At these times, assess what might be the best move to
restore balance so that your mind and emotions can
replenish. Do you need to take a walk on the beach or a long
relaxing bath? Do you need to say no to something and mean
itor say yes to something mean it? Do you need to take a few
days off, visit a dear friend, read a good book, or just stare
out the window for a while? You need to do what you need
to do.
Truth be known, there is no need to push past what is
healthy and appropriate for you. Pushing too hard may be
your way of paying too much attention to the outside world.
However, your first and foremost priority is your personal
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upkeep. Can’t you just hear your body screaming? It’s
screaming for your help. And your lymph system is suffering
as well. Respect your body, your limits, your needs, and pay
attention!

♥
A point to consider: When your load gets too heavy, you
need to back up, take a break, and respect yourself.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚I’m aware of what I need to
let go of and what I need to gain to create balance in my life.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What stops me from respecting,
supporting, and listening to my body when the signals are so
clear to me?‛
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No matter what has happened
or is going to happen,
you’re always offered the opportunity
to regenerate.

♥
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Chapter 18

REGENERATING EMOTIONALLY
The wonderful thing about life is that every moment is
new. The past is gone, the future is not yet here, and all we
have is the now. Know that no matter what has happened or
is going to happen, you’re always offered the opportunity to
regenerate. What a lovely thought!
No matter what condition your emotional state and
your lymphatic system is in, the opportunity to rejuvenate
yourself is always available. We’re designed to be renewed –
both physically and mentally. So make yourself a priority!
Some examples of how you can emotionally support
yourself include:
 Writing about your feelings to release the
emotional and physical tensions
 Exercising regularly (aim for five days a week)
 Staying flexible (physically, mentally, and
emotionally)
 Using life as an ‚earth school‛ and seeing the
value of each circumstance
 Being patient
 Nurturing yourself
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And how do we nurture ourselves? More than likely,
everything you need to stir your ‚happy juices‛ are available
to you right now. You just need to choose to use them. The
endless possibilities include:
 Indulging in a lovely bath
 Keeping fresh beautiful flowers in view
 Relaxing with music you love
 Making special plans (a jazz concert, theatre
performance,comedy show, crafts fair, day at
the spa, etc.)
 Inviting a special person to share a meal, a
conversation, a walk, or a vacation
 Doing something that makes you happy each
day
 Venturing out into nature
 Smiling at your face in the mirror and saying, ‚I
love you!‛ (and meaning it)
 Coming to your life and your days from the
heart, the place of softness, kindness, love, and
gentleness
Isn’t it amazing that you have so many hours in the
day, yet so often you’ll hear yourself say, ‚I don’t have time
to do something for myself.‛ This is the worst belief you can
adopt, and the consequences are seriously negative. One day
when you least expect it – if you never take time for yourself
– this life strategy will likely backfire, and your lymphatic
system will be too tired to do its job of detoxifying your
body. Just know that you are in control of your time, and
therefore your health.
It’s quite important for you to understand that you
have power. After reading this information, you have the
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know-how to rejuvenate your mind, spirit, and lymphatic
health! Take time for you!

♥
A point to consider: Now that you have ideas and tools for
regenerating, you can.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I take time for myself,
supporting my mind, spirit and lymphatic health.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚What can I do to nurture and
rejuvenate myself?‛
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Look for the beauty,
and you will find it!

♥
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Chapter 19

SEEING THE BEAUTY OF WHO YOU ARE
Be your own best friend by looking at yourself and
seeing the beauty in you. This might take special effort on
your part. If you’re anything like me, you grew up always
hearing about what you didn’t do or don’t have – not what
you did do or do have. Believe me, I see the disaster lurking in
that type of negative reinforcement! However, there comes a
time when it gets old to blame others for what they didn’t
know. What’s important now is that you know that you’re
beautiful, no matter what! Look for the beauty and you will
find it!
Turn the tide and quit being so hard on yourself. Look
at all you have to offer. Pay attention to your beauty – inside
and out! You were designed to be exactly who you are, so
what you are has to be good! To look like yourself, to feel like
you do, to see things through your eyes, and to be proud and
loving toward yourself – that’s the ticket to being able to see
the beauty in others. But you can only see the beauty in
others to the degree that you can see it in you.
You set up the precedent. And when you can accept
who you are emotionally, you will be supported
lymphatically as well. Beauty then comes from your inside
out. In fact, it will be overflowing.
Yes, there is a natural flow that comes through
acceptance, whereas blockage is created when you resist who
and what you are. Doesn’t that make sense? So be the
beautiful real you, not the less attractive ‚fake you‛ others
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want you to be. It’s really none of your business what other
people think you should be. We’re all perfect creations –
creations made of love.
Your degree of beauty and the condition of your
lymphatic system is a reflection of how you live your life. Are
you appreciating your beauty or not?

♥
A point to consider:The fact that you exist means you are a
gift!
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚By seeing the beauty in me, I
can see the beauty in others.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚What are some of the beautiful
aspects of me?‛
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With distractions,
it’s like
having everything you want
in front of you,
but no time to access
it in your reality.

♥
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Chapter 20

EMPTYING YOUR LIFE OF DISTRACTIONS
By emptying your life of distractions, you create an
opportunity to enter into your inner world and seek
guidance. Yet, instead of taking this time, many people fill up
their days with TV, phone conversations, reading, the radio,
and unending business. You end up losing the ability to hear
your own inner voice or to think meaningfully about creating
your life as you would like it to be.
In addition, there are so many instances when
interruptions or distractions pull us away from something
that is meaningful. Later, we realize that we shouldn’t have
allowed distractions to get in the way. Establishing simple
boundaries is a good way to support your life, your health,
and your goals.
When you’re not distracted, you are available to do
and to be. With distractions, it’s like having everything you
want in front of you and no time to bring it into your reality.
Is eliminating distractions an important step toward a
personal world of satisfaction, as well as a healthy lymphatic
system? Absolutely!
So become your own distraction and guide. Only you
know the path and how you must clear the way to reach the
destination of peace, health, and happiness.

♥
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A point to consider: You have the power to honor your own
time, and you can value yourself enough to make the rules.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Distractions let me know that
boundaries are needed.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What type of distractions will I
eliminate first?‛
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If you had the choice
to do something playfully,
what would it be?

♥
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Chapter 21

TAKING THE TIME TO PLAY
When you run out of work and ‚busy time,‛ it’s time
to play! Playing is the ultimate rejuvenator of the mind and
of your lymphatic health.
Stop and think about the times when you’ve felt the
best. I’d bet it wasn’t when you were overworked and
stressed with too much to do. For me, the best times come
when I take a moment and say to myself, ‚If I had a choice to
do anything I wanted, what would it be?‛
Try asking yourself that question. Then you might
find yourself thinking, ‚But do I really have the choice to do
whatever I want? And if I do, what’s in my way?‛ ‚Me and
only me,‛ your inner voice will reply. At that point, reality
will set in, and play becomes the option and the choice.
For each of us, play means something different. So list
the types of experiences that you consider play. Then, each
day, take one of the items on your list and give it to yourself.
Play and see the joy that is on the other side. Do you think
you’ll be glad that you honored your playtime? I’m certain
the answer will be yes!
Play might mean taking a bubble bath, going to a
movie, preparing a gourmet dinner, making up a fairy tale
for a child, reading a great book, going to a stage production,
walking in the woods, or anything else you enjoy doing. For
you, play is what you decide it is. There is no such thing as
only one way to play. You make the decision, and you reap
the rewards!
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To embrace this topic, we can take a lesson from a
child, becoming child-like in our enjoyment of play. Your
greatest gift is keeping the child inside of you alive so that
you stay young for a very long time. Perhaps even till the
very end< the choice is yours.

♥
A point to consider:You can choose to play each day.
Affirmation for you to repeat:By deciding what I will look
forward to each day, I create excitement in my life.
A question to ask: ‚What are the things in life that I consider
play?‛
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Why do we think
weneed to judge ourselves
or anyone else?

♥
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Chapter 22

FORGIVING YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Have you ever gotten into a pattern of blaming
someone else, carrying the resentment around with yourself
for years? I have. For many years, I felt that my dad could
have been there more for me emotionally, physically, and
affectionately. Guess what? Because of my hurt feelings, I
developed the habit of withholding my truth and repressing
my feelings and communication. This eventually contributed
to damage of my lymphatic system.
I felt that if my dad couldn’t love and accept me,
something must be wrong with me. I built a case against
myself, and therefore I wasn’t able to be the real me. Because
I felt insecure and unable to live according to my full
expression, at the young age of twenty-eight, I got cancer.
Through the gift of cancer, however, I got to realize
that we’re all doing our best – and so was my dad. If he had
known how to do things better at the time, he would have. I
had always thought my dad didn’t love me, which I later
found out was not at all the truth.
Making a decision about something you don’t have
the real answer to is a dangerous thing. Please take a moment
and think about the times when you have come to a
conclusion about someone based not on real facts, only your
assumptions. Then let those assumptions go, think about
what you did know for sure about the situation, and forgive
yourself.
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You now have a new outlook on assuming and
forgiving. And knowledge opens doors you’ve never walked
through before or perhaps that you never knew existed!
However, once you know, you know!
I had to forgive myself for all the damage that I had
created for myself, and then I could forgive my dad. I found
that forgiving is a powerful thing. In fact, it is freedom.
Forgiving takes the weights off of you and the person you
couldn’t forgive.
Whatever made us think that we have the right to
judge ourselves or anyone else anyway? You are always
forgiven! So forgive and lighten up!
Here’s how I learned the truth. At age thirty-five, I
went to my dad and expressed my feelings. I asked him why
he didn’t love me. I was shocked and touched by what he
said. He told me, ‚Judy, you weren’t my problem; it was me.
I didn’t love myself and accept myself. You represented all
that I really wanted to be – outgoing, happy, and social.‛ I
was speechless, knowing that I had suffered all those years
thinking it was me who was the problem. It had been my
dad’s issues all along.
Let me tell you something else that blew me away. All
those years, I assumed that I was the problem, that I wasn’t
good enough, that something was wrong with me, that I
wasn’t lovable. None of this was true. Can you imagine the
pain I had set up for myself? Sadly, it was all based on
assumptions – my own assumptions.
So when you think it’s all about you, guess again. Life
is not personal. It’s not about you! This one realization alone
will help support your lymph system because it will have
less toxic waste to clean up from your toxic thoughts.
It’s best to discipline your mind and emotions to
forgive, so that you keep the lymphatic system from having
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to work so hard. When the lymph is overtaxed, it can’t do its
job as well. And this lesson is one that I learned the hard way
– by getting cancer.
If you can remember that everyone is doing the best
that they can, you can forgive all people in your life,
including yourself.

♥
A point to consider:You are forgiven!
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I know that everyone is doing
their best and deserves not to be judged.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚How will I begin letting go of
my judgment and blame so that I can forgive myself and
others?‛
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In an environment of self-love,
you thrive.
In contrast, without self-love,
you suffer, feel lost,
and are blind to the magic of life.

♥
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Chapter 23

LOVING YOURSELF EXACTLY AS YOU ARE
You were born to be yourself, and that’s the purpose
of your life. Indeed, it is your biggest and most important job
on earth!
Life designed you to be exactly who you are, with
your look, your likes and dislikes, your choices, your creative
abilities, your strengths, and your weaknesses. You must
always remember that there is no other you! Yes, you were
meant to be exactly the way you are and to be appreciated as
such!
When you learn to accept and love yourself, you can
treat others with love. In fact, to love, honor, and obey
yourself offers you an experience that can enable you to give
the highest form of love possible to others. You see, you can
only love others to the degree that you love yourself!
To accept and appreciate yourself is to love the unique
creation that is you! And you can count on this love to lift
you up and to bring you to a higher place. In an environment
of self-love, you thrive. In contrast, without self-love, you
suffer, feel lost, and are blind to the magic of life. Without it,
you live in judgment and pain, and life becomes unbearably
difficult.
Consider this: Where there is faith and trust in a
Higher Power – God or whatever name resonates with you –
there is acceptance for the way things are, including the way
you are. It is faith that allows you to know that nature is
perfectly designed – the flowers, the ocean, the sky, the
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animals, the people, and most of all you! Life’s big plan is to
be glorified and respected. And at those times when all else
fails, your own inner faith will care for you and set you free!
Now stop and appreciate ten things about yourself. I’ll
bet you can easily do this. Write the items down and post
them in a place that you go to daily. You are given so much!
It is good to acknowledge the good and quietly be grateful. In
fact, you can’t afford to ignore the beauty that you are! It’s
the very thing that makes you special and unique.
The main thing is to confirm your love for yourself –
for who you are, for what you represent, and for what makes
you feel good about yourself and your life. By focusing on
doing the things that create joy, you offer yourself the
opportunity to smile from the inside out.
So stop, look, listen, and step up to the plate< it’s your
turn at bat. It’s a moment designed especially for you! Bring
on the love, and that love will spread like wildfire to all you
see and touch. You make the difference!

♥
A point to consider:Life designed you to be whoever and
whatever you are, therefore you are perfect.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚What I am is good enough.‛
A question to ask: ‚What will I do to start demonstrating to
myself that loving me is the key to loving others?‛
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Without the sun,
there is darkness;
with it, there is light.
You are like the sun;
come out from behind the clouds!

♥
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Chapter 24

RECOGNIZING THE JOY IN LIFE
I want to remind you that when life is appreciated for
all that it is, your energy is light and joyful. When you resist
what life offers, it darkens your energy. Which choice do you
make most often?
Life is a gift, but it can end at any moment. So make a
point of enjoying the journey along the way. This will bring
you joy and make for a happier experience of living.
I like to think that a smile is like the sun because both
can change your life. Without the sun, there is darkness; with
it, there is light. Likewise, your smile and sense of humor are
the things in life that bring out the sunshine. You are like the
sun, so come out from behind the clouds. Choose to laugh,
smile, have fun, and be joyful!
Joy lightens the load for you, for others, and for the
lymphatic system. Your lymph system deals with cleansing
out the toxicity that comes with trauma and darkness. At the
same time, you will encourage your inner flow. Your
lymphatic system will recognize, respond to, and reflect your
joyful reality.
You make a difference on the planet and on your
lymphatic system, especially when you open up to joy and let
it shine. Bring out the real you and share it with all who you
come in contact with. That’s the joy of living!
Life is brimming over with things that bring us joy.
Doesn’t it blow you away when you recognize all that nature
offers – the flowers, the trees, the sky, the ocean, human
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beings, animals? There is too much to list here. Life is a
miracle, full of so much for you to be grateful for. I encourage
you to take it all in, breathe deep, and be with the joys that
occur moment by moment. Through your appreciation and
joy, you will affect the planet in a huge way and also benefit
your lymphatic health.

♥
A point to consider: There is much in life to rejoice about!
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Joy is created through my
own appreciation of life.‛
A question to ask:‚Can I be in the moment so that I can
experience joy in life?‛
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Your inner messages
are very powerful,
andthey were designed for you!

♥
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Chapter 25

RESPECTING YOUR INNER VOICE
Have you ever heard that little voice inside suggest
that you do something, call someone, go someplace, say
something< and you didn’t listen? We all have done that,
and the very thing we heard in our mind was what needed to
be done. Then we find that because we didn’t listen,
something that would have worked out for the highest good
didn’t have a chance.
Your inner messages are very powerful, and they were
designed for you. These messages deserve your undivided
attention. They are there for a reason, and only your trust
and faith will allow you to move on them and find out what
gifts they have to give.
Yes, to the degree that you respect your inner voice,
you will be gifted. These gifts will come in many forms and
show you the next steps that are most appropriate for you.
Do you realize how powerful you are?
Peace, fulfillment, and empowerment come from your
ability to accept who you are, and your inner messages are
clues showing you how to get there. Your biggest ticket to
happiness is you! Who else can hear and follow your lead in
this way? What is fascinating about the brain sharing your
intuitive thoughts with you is that this leads you to your right
path.
When your higher power gives you the messages and
you listen, you are co-creating your life. This will take you
from feeling powerless and alone in your existence to
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allowing the incredible to happen. And then, with faith, you
can know that you’ll never walk alone again.
Whenever you co-create with your inner voice, the
lymph system flows along just as you are flowing along
through life. By befriending the idea of co-creating, you are
sustaining a relationship within your own being.
But there is even more to this. As you honor yourself
with each choice that serves you, you are also serving
everyone on the planet. Honoring that little voice inside leads
you to peace.
I invite you to follow your intuition and allow it to
lead you to a peaceful place!

♥
A point to consider:Peace begins inside of you; therefore it is
your responsibility to follow your own lead.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚I respect and honor my inner
voice, which allows me to respect and honor others.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Will I trust my inner voice, even
when I want to ignore it?‛
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You have been given
the gift of life,
and serving is your expression of thanks.

♥
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Chapter 26

BEING OF SERVICE TO OTHERS
Creativity is a spiritual act, not an ego trip. You were
put on earth to make a contribution and to live a life of good
deeds. So discipline your mind. Write your script so you can
be of service to others and thus to yourself. Your lymphatic
system will reflect your wise behavior.
You have been given the gift of life, and serving is
your expression of thanks. Living on earth is an honor, one
that you can take for granted or acknowledge with service
when circumstances allow. You can say, ‚Thank you for the
opportunity!‛ which blesses you through the gift of giving.
Have you ever been in need and someone just
appeared without you asking? Think about what it felt like.
Feel the feeling, close your eyes, and be there for a moment.
Tell yourself in silence what it was like for you. Then
remember – this is a feeling you can give to another.
And when you serve, the return will be huge. Yes, the
reward will be big, and the greatest feeling of all is when the
person being served looks into your eyes, and you know that
you were given an opportunity.
The power of being of service to others ignites both the
giver and receiver. Serving changes and shifts everything
toward a better place! There’s real beauty in supporting and
nurturing, which ultimately creates movement. Then that
movement transforms stagnation into flow – in you and
around you. Giving is being in the flow, and flow is the ticket
to a healthy lymphatic system.
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You need to know how to light the fire of life and turn
that fire up. One way is through gentle presence, making the
moves to serve when the opportunity shows up. You know
what being of service is like. From nothing, you make
something happen!

♥
A point to consider:Serving is a form of gratitude and
appreciation.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Giving to others supports the
flow of my life, and therefore it is the foundation of my
lymphatic health.‛
A question to askyourself: ‚How can I start serving others?‛
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Affirming the many gifts of life
and the experiencesthat are given to you
makes them real.

♥
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Chapter 27
WALKING THROUGH THE OPEN DOORS
LIFE OFFERS YOU

As you begin to trust and love your inner mind,
allowing it to be your guide, you step in the direction of your
dreams. And life opens doors unexpectedly. Your job then is
to accept these opportunities, acknowledge them, and go for
it! When you do this, the lymphatic system follows your flow
and happily moves out the toxins to clear your body and
support you with new energy so you can bring in the new.
Affirming the many gifts of life and the experiences
that are given to you makes them real. Without
acknowledgement, there is no reality. It is your view of what
happens that makes it solid or not. So trust what life offers
and follow that journey – it will add so much to your life!
Actually, it’s your duty to yourself and to God (or the
Universe, if you prefer) to go through the doors that open up
for you. There’s a reason the doors are there, and that reason
will only be exposed if you walk through them. Examine
these potential experiences and see life as a ‚glass half full.‛
Get the most where the most can be gotten. Be grateful for
the open doors. See the benefits!

♥
A point to consider:Open doors offer you an opportunity.
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Affirmation for you to repeat:‚There is always good where
opportunities abound.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚How can I begin to trust the
opportunities that open up for me?‛
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Whatever you choose to give to yourself,
it will come to you .
You can go either way,
for the better or for the worst.

♥
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Chapter 28

GETTING REST, SLEEP, AND RELAXATION TIME
Rest, sleep, and relaxation support your emotions,
therefore they also increase the health of your lymphatic
system. This trio gives you energy and clarity, and it allows
you to conduct your life in a self-supporting way.
For instance, when you are lacking sleep, you can’t see
things as clearly as you’d like. You could have a tendency to
be picky, cranky, and short in patience and temperance.
There is also the possibility that you will judge, blame, and
argue.
So what the heck, you might as well give your body,
mind, and lymphatic system what they want. Why not? You
will have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
You will then have the insight to see your own worth.
You will be strong and rested and able to deal with your life
without excessive emotional turmoil. You will shine and
show your best self. In contrast, if you don’t take care of
yourself, you will be dispersing the worst of yourself out into
the world.
Whatever you choose to give to yourself, it will come
back to you big time. You can go either way, for the better or
for the worst.

♥
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A point to consider: Your view of life is clearer when you are
relaxed.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Rest is necessary.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What stops me from resting and
relaxing?‛
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Who you are
is what matters…
not what or how much
you do.

♥
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Chapter 29

DEVELOPING YOUR CHARACTER
IN YOUR SCRIPTOF LIFE
It’s a good thing to remember that you’re a work-inprogress. Transformations in your character will unfold for
the rest of your life. As your script of life is created moment
by moment, it’s good to be aware that being the person you
were designed to be is far more important than doing
something. So, as you pay attention to your character each
day, monitor yourself and see what you’re being – don’t just
do while overlooking the way you are in the moment.
Write your best script. At the same time, be aware that
when you’re being an example of a person you like or don’t
like, it can become apparent to you through the condition of
your health. If at any given time you’re not feeling well,
recognize that a personal assessment is in order and a
redesign of your life is needed. This is true because your
lymphatic health is a mirror of you. After you make
adjustments and your lymphatic system is working properly,
you’ll feel healthier.
And when observing your character, you’ll become
aware of both the beauty that you portray and the areas of
challenge in your script of life. Shift the script you’re writing
to address these needed changes as well.
Now your script of life has a new view of how you
make a difference in your inside and outside world. Keep
making adjustments, and keep writing the best script for you!
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♥
A point to consider: You have the power to develop and
rewrite your life script in each moment.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚My character creates the
outcome of my health and life.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What changes do I need to make
as I begin to polish my character?‛
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Think about what happens
when you viewa situation
from a place of judgment,
rather than of compassion.
It stops the flow.

♥
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Chapter 30

THE ROLE OF COMPASSION
FOR OURSELVESAND OTHERS
Developing compassion for yourself creates the
possibility to experience it for others. It allows you to feel
empathy for yourself and at the same time listen to these
feelings. The real heartfelt moments come when you are
touched by an inner experience or by someone else’s
experience. In fact, compassion is the opening up of one’s heart,
and it allows the lymphatic system to open, flow, and move
at the very same time.
Your behavior either comes from a place of judgment
or from a place of compassion. Think about what happens
when you check out a situation from the perspective of
judgment and decide which way you are going to respond.
Your judgment stops the flow, produces stress, is not
supportive, and creates blockages, both lymphatic and
psychological. We were never given the right to be
judgmental about ourselves or others. Therefore, choose to be
compassionate. With this choice, you will be following the
flow of life while giving back to yourself and others.
Every situation is worthwhile on some level, and it is
up to us to find the gift in it. You can do it! It’s your gift to
have and to hold. So when you find yourself being
judgmental, soften your stance, loosen up, and choose
compassion.
To embrace messages that come from any source – be
it a person, book, experience, movie, strangers, etc. – is also to
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be compassionate. It’s acknowledging that this source is there
for you. Or if you give of your time and attention, it is having
compassion and being compassionate. Compassion of all
types supports lymphatic health, along with a feeling of wellbeing.
Being compassionate is a soft place, a place that feels
like clouds in the sky or a baby’s smooth skin. It is lovely and
rewarding for the following reasons:
 Releases stress
 Supports flexibility
 Has a positive purpose
 Turns so-called ‚problems‛ into opportunities
 Nurtures us
 Softens the rough edges
 Can release suppressed emotions
 Helps us to make wise decisions
 Acknowledges you and others
 Cultivates an open mind
 Provides an opportunity
 Creates lymphatic flow!
Look for how you could be more compassionate this
very day, and enjoy the benefits!

♥
A point to consider:Choosing compassion adds something
positive to all circumstances.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I am compassionate in every
moment--listening, keeping an open mind, and finding the
gifts in all circumstances.
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A question to ask yourself: ‚Can you remember that
compassion is always available and all you have to do is
choose it?
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It is peaceful to relax into life,
to be open to what is.
Then struggle only comes to us
when there is alesson to learn.

♥
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Chapter 31

PEACE vs. RESISTANCE
Peace begins by committing to yourself and to God (or
a Higher Power). You create space for life when you stop
working so hard to have things be the way you think they
should be. It is peaceful to relax into life, to be open to what is.
Then trouble comes to us when there is a lesson to learn, we
know we are blessed.
With this power, you are letting God and letting go.
You are living out the creation and the enfoldment of what
life has for you personally. At the point where there is no bad
or wrong, you can choose to know that what comes in front
of you is for your higher good.
What struggle brings is the opportunity to see a new
way to experience life; this is something we cannot achieve to
on our own. Life has given us uncomfortable circumstances
to change our way of being in the world. This is a good thing!
Chaos in our lives – when there is no judgment – is
neither good nor bad; it just is. This is what letting go of
resistance is all about. You let go, transcend the moment, and
allow life to be. At that point (and when we accept life in this
way), the world becomes a peaceful place. Living without
judgment and blame, you enable yourself to arrive at greener
pastures. And you take your lymph with you wherever you
go, so when you let go, you support this inner flow, too.
When you turn your struggles into peace, it heals you
in every way. You imagine peace and then peace prevails.
How powerful you are! Your thoughts and your actions take
you to the place where you were leading yourself. When you
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realize you can do this, you see that you can choose peace at
any moment. You choose, you create, and then you
experience the positive outcome – the gift.
In my life, I was given the gift of cancer. Yes, that time
was full of difficulty. However, I decided to scout out the
avenues to learn the lessons that I needed to receive, which
came because I hadn’t been able to get there on my own.
These lessons changed my life, my mind, and my lymph for
the better!

♥
A point to consider:When you trust that what you are given
is for your higher good, you will be supporting your flow of
life, as well as a healthy lymph system.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Letting go of resistance
creates a peaceful mind, body, and lymphatic system.‛
A question to ask:‚In what areas of my life do I need to let
go of resistance to gain peace and to support my lymphatic
ocean?‛
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If you can’t eliminate the stressors,
change your reaction
to them!

♥
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Chapter 32

CHOOSING YOUR RESPONSE TO YOUR
CIRCUMSTANCES
Try this out for size. There are two people who are
experiencing the same situation – moving their living
quarters. One is resisting the move, and feels uptight, scared,
insecure, and cranky. The other is feeling excited about the
new adventure and what it will bring – the new people, new
environment, new feelings, and a new beginning!
Why am I bringing this up? Well, what happens to you
is not important. What’s important is how you respond. You
always have the opportunity to see the glass as half empty or
half full. Sit down for a bit and make a list of the
circumstances in your life right now. In one column, list the
circumstances that seem half empty and on the other side list
the situations that seem half full. Are you surprised at your
responses?
Can you see that your thinking makes a difference in
how you experience a circumstance? It creates your life, your
attitude, and your lymphatic health. Affirm that you will see
this truth in every condition of your life!
Perhaps it’s a good time to examine your life and see
clearly how your responses and attitude create the outcome.
Say you have a business, and the business is flourishing and
moving forward in a big way< and then it slows down a bit.
Well, there are two ways to go here. You can panic and stress
yourself, your cells, and your inner ocean, or you can trust
that things have slowed down for a reason. Possibly you
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need the time in order to review, reorganize, catch up, and
make the necessary adjustments that come with a growing
business. It’s called ‚time to take time.‛ Yes, you can choose
to freak out, or you could see that there is something to be
gained by the circumstance. What a concept!
If you can’t eliminate the stress, change your reaction
to it! You are the sunshine of your mind. You determine how
you view your state of life. Choose to view the glass as half
full! Heal your life, and keep your lymph healthy! You have
all that it takes!

♥
A point to consider:It’s not what happens to you that
matters; it’s how you respond to what happens that makes
the difference.
Affirmation for you to repeat: ‚Every thought creates my life
and my lymphatic health.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚How will I begin to reassess the
circumstances in my life to ensure that there is a response
that supports me and my well-being?‛
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Kindness has
the ability
to create happiness
wherever you go.

♥
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Chapter 33

SHOWING KINDNESS
The glory of bestowing kindness on others is your gift
to yourself. Why? Because when you act out of kindness, it is
a reflection of how you feel about and act toward yourself. In
other words, to be kind to others, it is first necessary to have
the experience of liking yourself, being good to yourself, and
loving yourself. So when you look at how you treat others, it
is a direct indication of how you are with yourself.
Do you like how you are? Are you proud of yourself
and respectful of who you are? As you answer these
questions, you are given the opportunity to begin doing
something differently. It’s easy when you realize how
powerful you are. All you need to do is to be kind to
yourself. The rest is a piece of cake.
Now look into your past. What gave you peaceful
energy, an abundance of joy, and made your heart sing? Yes,
those experiences that created a glow from the inside out are
the ticket! That glow comes when you find life stimulating.
So see life as an upper. Glowing is really a good thing!
And what happens to you when your feelings are
elated? Yes, you guessed it – you want to jump, dance, sing,
and move. That feeling is the stimulation that makes for good
health, as well as good lymphatic movement.
And what about being kind to others? When you have
the opportunity to offer even the smallest favor without
being asked, and you’re the instigator – that’s the best sort of
treat!
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When kindness becomes your friend, it has the ability
to create happiness wherever you go. You shine from the
inside out, and your lymphatic system is relaxed enough to
move out the bad and bring in the good.

♥
A point to consider:To show kindness, you must first be kind
to yourself.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚My ability to show kindness
depends on how I treat myself.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Do I think enough of myself to
be kind out in the world?‛
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It’s all about working together
to have experiences
that feed everyone,
without depriving any person
that’s involved.

♥
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Chapter 34

WORKING AS A TEAM PLAYER IN RELATIONSHIPS
In relationships, a team approach brings balance to
your existence. This is accomplished when you work with
yourself, are true to yourself, tell your truth, choose your
likes and dislikes, and love, honor, and obey your true self at
all times. From this place, and only this place, you can honor
others.
Let’s take the checker at the supermarket. Even in that
brief period of time you share, you have a short relationship.
Are you impatient with the person or do you feel grateful
and pleased that you are being taken care of? Is the checker
pleasant to you or does their energy communicates, ‚I hate
being here‛? Both you and the checker are probably treating
each other as you are treating yourselves. Life is not personal!
People act out their own stuff.
However, for your own healing, you need to act more
consciously. For example, let’s say there is a decision to be
made and it involves someone else and yourself. The magic
that creates an outcome that will satisfy both people comes
from co-creation. In straight terms, you both sit down, say
what you want, listen to each other, and work out the goal
that match up with both of your wishes. The dynamic says, ‚I
care about you, and you care about me, and we co-create
together.‛ As you create in this way, the brain-waves signal
the body that all is okay ‚on the Western front.‛ The body
then can relax, the lymph flows, and you gain a glow that
comes from within.
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So what’s the answer? It’s all about working together
to have experiences that benefit everyone – without
depriving any person that’s involved. When you can do this,
you honor others for who they are and join forces to create a
team. Meanwhile, being open and non-judgmental will
protect you from your own negative energies, and being in
this state will support you to engage with others in a way
that offers a view of the real you. When you open up, there is
a world of relationship that will and can be fulfilling –
whether the relationship is for five minutes, five hours, five
months, five years, or five decades!
All it takes is you opening your heart with loving
gestures and kindness. Then you’ll find that there is power in
relationships. There is power in more than one. Relationships
create the circumstances and the outcome of everything we
do. So everyone we deal with – in every moment of every
day – is important.
You have the power to engage in healthy relationships
at any given moment that you decide to honor, listen to, and
treasure yourself. Go ahead< make it happen! You can do it!

♥
A point to consider: It takes self-love to create loving
relationships and teamwork.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I honor myself and others in
my relationships.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Where in my life would I like
to let go of judgment and blame so that I can experience
teamwork and lymphatic health?‛
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To listen
is to love
and to cherish.

♥
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Chapter 35

LISTENING AS A TOOL
You gain something valuable when you listen. You
lose something valuable when you don’t. Listening to
yourself and following the messages of your inner self will
always guide you to delicious places of truth, personal
growth, and important movement. But it’s when you learn to
experience other hearts and souls as well that relationships
flower, grow, and fulfill you in the most beautiful ways.
In fact, relationships work to the degree that you are
willing to listen. To become a team and to create balance,
individuals in relationships must employ the art of listening.
People love to be heard and love to be listened to. It is the
way we connect on a deep level. Listening creates intimacy
with others, and it allows relationships to flow smoothly.
Consider carefully how you listen. If you want to be
heard rather than to hear, you are not being present in the
moment. You are somewhere else, and there is no continuity
or relating. At that point, you are wasting your time, as well
as the time of others who are in your company. In addition,
you have traumatized your lymph system, which is
responsible for your inner ocean.
Yes, listening is a power tool. It’s through listening
that we share, express, love, expose, show passion, open our
hearts, and take ourselves to tender places that are real – oh,
so real! To listen is to love and to cherish.

♥
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A point to consider: It takes listening to understand what
needs to be understood every step of the way.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Listening provides me with
an opportunity to gain clarity.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What will remind me to listen to
myself and others and to be open to what I need to hear?‛
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Share yourself,bare yourself,
and also share
your fun,your love, your learning,
and your empathy.

♥
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Chapter 36

BEING WILLING TO SHARE
Sharing is the part of a relationship that feeds your
soul. Ask yourself and then tell yourself how it feels to share
your love, support, adventures, truth, intimacy, and time. But
don’t confuse sharing with being comfortable. It’s not always
so. Sharing a relationship involves your body, mind, and
soul. When you are good to yourself and share your
innermost gifts, you bring closeness to the relationships you
develop.
When you share, you care! And when you care and
share, you send tender messages of kindness to yourself –
and to others. This ultimately will positively impact your
lymphatic system.
For example, maybe you were able to open up and let
go of what you were holding back. You allowed yourself to
shine, become known, and let the other person into your
world. This was a time of opening up some of those hidden
places inside of yourself, and you were then able to let go of
the tense feelings that were connected to them. The act of
sharing allows nervous energy to move, and this movement
is reflected in your every cell and lymphatic vessel.
Sharing your inner self is one of the most rewarding
kinds of sharing. It assists in unblocking the areas of your life
that were full of fear. It allows others to be closer to you to
support who you are and to love the person that you are.
Consider this< your uniqueness is what makes you who you
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are. Doesn’t it make sense that to be loved you first need to
share yourself?
So share yourself, bare yourself, and also share your
fun, your love, your learning, and your empathy. You will be
caring for yourself and your lymphatic system at the same
time.

♥
A point to consider: Sharing is caring.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I share the real uniqueness of
who I am with others.‛
A question to ask yourself: ‚Can I let go of my selfjudgments so that I can share all of who I was designed to
be?‛
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Truly happy people
with balanced lives
spend a minimum of
two hours a day on themselves.
Does this
surprise you?

♥
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Chapter 37

SPENDING TIME WITH YOURSELF
Do you take time to have a relationship with yourself?
Are things like talking on the phone or watching TV getting
in the way of your ‚for yourself‛ time? Taking time means
filling a space with relaxation and a smooth energy for selfenjoyment and rejuvenation. This time that you give to
yourself also supports a healthy lymphatic system.
So when you are planning your day, fit yourself in
there. Take time to do things that make you to feel good and
look good –activities that connect you to your inside self.
These activities make it easier for you to see how you tick – to
understand what works or doesn’t work for you and to
obtain clarity about those areas of your life that seem foggy
to you. Can you imagine giving yourself the time you need to
feel loved and cared for? The time you spend with yourself
will show up when you are out in the world.
Truly happy people with balanced lives spend a
minimum of two hours a day on themselves. Does this
surprise you? I’m sure that you know how to nurture
yourself, feed yourself, strengthen yourself, and make
yourself feel like the best you! Also, taking time will allow
you to become aware of what you are proud of and to
develop faith in yourself, and it opens the door for the
outside world to see you, too. You can only share yourself
with others to the degree that you get to know who you are.
But when your inside world is known, nurtured, and loved,
you will shine like a bright star in the sky.
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Finally, spending time with yourself will help you to
let go of trying to be someone other than who you are. Take
the time to know yourself! You will not be sorry. You will,
instead, truly open up to a new you – a you that you can
appreciate.
It takes time to develop a relationship with yourself,
just like it takes time to build any intimate relationship. Give
yourself the gift of time.

♥
A point to consider: You are worth the time! You are God’s
gift!
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚The time I give to myself
helps energize, support, and heal me.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Can I accept how powerful
providing time for myself can be?‛
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Love yourself enough
to begin adding or subtracting
whatever it will take for you
to bring balance to
the life you have now.

♥
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Chapter 38

THE NEED FOR BALANCE
As Dr. Patricia Fitzgerald wrote in the foreword of this
book, a common comment in our society today is ‚I’m so
busy!‛ What does this say about us? I believe is that it’s a call
for balance. So here’s a reminder. Take time for yourself and
for your relationships. When you do, every cell, your mind,
your emotions, your lymphatic system, and your total wellbeing will respond positively.
A good exercise is to write down a typical day in your
life. Examine it and ask yourself, ‚What do I need to change
to have a balanced life?‛ Then, write your answer down.
Love yourself enough to begin adding or subtracting
whatever it will take for you to bring balance to the life you
have now.
Don’t be hard on yourself because of what your
recorded day or the past looks like. Today is the first day of
the rest of your life. Make it a new beginning! Give yourself
the gift of now. Then hug yourself and realize that you are a
GIFT!
Let’s look at the need for balance in the way people
eat. Someone who is busy might pick up some fast food for
lunch or dinner. Of course, there are no organic raw
vegetables or fruit in this meal. Oh, yes, the fast food fills
them up, but what about their health? It can suffer negative
consequences, as was evidenced in the movie, Super-Size Me.
Doesn’t everyone deserves a balanced meal with live, organic
food? Plus, everyone needs time to sit down in a relaxed
manner for a meal. Shouldn’t you think enough of yourself to
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enjoy the taste and yummy feelings that come when
nurturing your body with nutritious food?
The never-ending job that your magical lymphatic
system and body perform depends on you. You are the
catalyst for the quality of your day, the status of your health,
and the level of your satisfaction with life.
So, design your time for balance. If you take time to
appreciate life, smell the roses, and get to know yourself and
others, a new level of clarity will occur. Taking time allows
the brain, heart, and body to connect and experience the
moment. In the moment is where everything happens. If you
are too busy and are always thinking about what you need to
do or what you didn’t do, you are never experiencing the
now, and you will never get that moment again.

♥
A point to consider: It is honoring to yourself, your health,
and your relationships to design a balanced daily regimen.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚There is plenty of time to live
a balanced life, and I take the time to do so!‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What will support me in
designing a balanced life?‛
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Time, time, time.
There’s no lack of it.
So why not have
a new view of time?

♥
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Chapter 39

YOU HAVE ALL THE TIME YOU NEED
Time< All you have is time. Time, time, time. There’s
no lack of it, and yet people walk around feeling like it’s
scarce. They say I’m too busy to see my family, take care of
myself, be quiet enough to know who I really am, exercise, go
out with my friends, be creative, have a relationship, see my
kids, eat healthy, and on and on!
Just remember, time never ends. It’s always available!
So take advantage of the freedom that time gives you. It’s
free; there is no lack of it. Doesn’t that just give you a new
view of time?!
You are in control of the time in your life. You can
even waste time and feel good about it. Time is yours to do
with as you please. Just make sure you are pleased. The
world is filled with all the time you need.
So take the time to open the heart that is hurt, to make
things right, to do all the things you need to do to take care of
yourself. Be your own best friend. Tell yourself what choices
feed your life and your heart. Choose to live each moment
like it is your last. Take the time to tell yourself that you’re
OK being the person you were designed to be. Tell those that
you love how you feel, smell the roses, watch the sunset,
touch a baby’s soft skin, spend time with elders, share your
unique thoughts, trust and have faith. You have the time to
do all these things and more!
Do yourself a favor, and please understand the fact
that time has no limits. If you believe you have no time, the
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issue is that you take no time. Just remember that if you take
time for your priorities, you are feeding your inner priorities
as well. Your lymphatic health reflects the amount of time
that you allot to taking care of your body, mind, and soul.
What happens when you don’t take time for the things
in life that feed you, nourish you, and honor you? Life feels
frustrating, depleting, tiring, stress-producing, unhealthy,
draining, lonely, depressing, and you suffer the consequences
that only time can heal. Doesn’t it make sense to pay
attention and to give up doing the things that cause you to
neglect your real priorities? Doesn’t it make sense to focus on
the things that make a difference? Only you have the power
to light up your life!
Taking time will not only feed you, but your other
relationships as well. It is the food that creates a trusting,
solid, nurturing love, which always takes time. Time also
allows you to receive the joy of what taking time gives you.
Give yourself the gift of time.

♥
A point to consider: Time is your own. You can do what
your intuition guides you to do with it.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚There is no lack of time.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What gets in my way of doing
what my heart and my soul tell me I am here to do?‛
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When you have something to say,
tell it like it is!
You’ll feel free and light,
and help any situation
in any relationship
by being you.

♥
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Chapter 40

TELLING IT LIKE IT IS
Tell it like it is. Say what’s true for you! It will help to
say words without judgment and blame. Words create your
reality. So say it the way you’d like it to be, but with a ‚soft
around the edges‛ approach and not to purposely hurt
anyone. Then, when you’ve said your truth, you will be in
the moment and able to flow to the next place.
When you stuff it and don’t speak your truth, your
energy gets blocked, you are not able to be in the moment,
and you miss the experiences that you are meant to have. In
addition, your lymphatic system will reflect the stress caused
when you habitually repress communication. Ultimately the
body gets traumatized when you don’t honor yourself
enough to expose your truth.
Remember – in those times when you have something
to say, tell it like it is! You’ll feel free and light. Best of all,
you’ll help any situation in any relationship by being you –
the you that you intend to be. And whenever you are
yourself, you gain strength, self-respect, and well-being.
Each one of us is designed to be unique. In sharing
your one-of-a-kind self with others, you deliver and receive
the lovely gift of relationships that are built on trust and love.
Just keep in mind that how you are with yourself – and
whether you do or do not communicate about your true
feelings – designs the way you are with others. In fact, the
degree that you let yourself be known is the degree that you
are able to give and receive love.
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When you tell your truth and someone loves you for
all that you are – that is what unconditional love is about.
Everyone wants it, and it is yours to have if you agree to let
yourself be and shine like the star that you are.
How do you say your truth without putting the other
person or people on the defensive? First of all, when you use
the word ‚I,‛ rather than ‚you,‛ you can say anything you
want without judging, blaming, or making the other person
wrong. When you start a sentence with the word ‚I,‛ what
you are doing is letting the other person know how you feel.
How can someone make you wrong for how you feel?
However, the moment you point a finger at the other person
and blame them, the natural reaction is to become defensive.
It is the way of all people.
Interestingly, true love can only be gotten through the
truth. If you are withholding the truth, love is not an option.
When you have faith and trust in yourself enough to be
honest and open, only then can someone else have faith and
trust in your love and only then can they feel open to loving
you. Doesn’t it make sense that only if you let yourself be
known, others can appreciate your uniqueness? It is the way
– the only way to have a solid foundation with anyone.
To simplify ‚telling it like it is,‛ listen to how you feel,
look at how you feel, experience how you feel, then say it!
The truth will transform you. Growth is the process of
replacing lies and repressed communication with truth. By
honoring your messages from within, you allow yourself to
be okay, you share the real you, and that very thing opens
the space for others to know you and love you. Be you! Let
yourself be known. Tell it like it is!

♥
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A point to consider: Telling it like it is is the way to truth.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚By saying my truth, I am
honoring myself, others, and my lymphatic health.‛
A question to ask:‚What fears do I have that stop me from
saying my truth?‛
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As you begin to
swing along and be the you
that you were created to be –
and you let that be
alright with you –
you will be in the flow.

♥
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Chapter 41

BEING IN THE FLOW
How do things flow to you? Don’t they need a portal
or a door to enter, and one that is open and welcoming? It’s
the same with any area of life, be it a relationship, food, or an
action. Therefore, listen to the advice of ancient Chinese
philosopher Lao Tzu, who tells us: ‚Be really whole and all
things will come to you.‛
What makes you whole? What supports your body,
mind and spirit? What keeps your lymphatic system
flowing? It is your ability to be in touch with your own
feelings, to follow your own lead, and to experience
whatever is in front of you. That’s what creates the pure you.
Have you ever felt down and out of sorts, and you just
wanted to just go to a place that felt nurturing? And once you
made a choice for yourself that filled that bill, you were soon
once again ‚in the flow.‛ When you listen to that little voice
inside you and follow its instructions, you get in the flow. Its
guidance will assist the inside and outside of your body to
move to the next place.
Be your own companion and friend; trust yourself and
listen to yourself. As you begin to swing along and be the
you that you were created to be – and have full acceptance of
yourself – you will be in the flow. And when you are in your
own flow, it feels right.
Only you know what creates your flow, and getting in
touch with this knowledge gives you the power to support
yourself. You can feel it when you’re in the flow, because
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when you are not there is resistance, anger, blocked energy,
repression and weakness. It is a positive thing to go with the
flow, even when it takes you through the dark side to get to
the bright side. Honor your process. Perhaps, right now, you
need to work through the blocks to create an easier flow.
Being in the flow is a matter of trusting the universe
and knowing that all things are exactly as they are meant to
be. Life is a beautiful cosmic dance and there’s no need for us
to control anything. As author Greg Braden describes it, "The
universe is a connected hologram of consciousness that
promises that the instant we create our good wishes and
prayers, they are received at their destination. Through the
hologram of consciousness, a little change in our lives
mirrored everywhere."
Here’s a true story for you to feel the reality of how
life’s journey is always perfect. This is a letter to me from a
stranger on the beach:
You and I were walking on the beach inKihei(in
our rockin’ bikinis), and I got lost and asked you
where my condo was. Well, I knew right there and
then that you were going to be an important person
and that it wasn't random that I met you. Now I know
why—I was diagnosed with breast cancer last month.
I've had my mastectomy and twenty lymph nodes
removed, and I start chemo in August. So, here's my
hope: that you are offering another workshop in Maui
in January and I can come to it between chemo and
radiation. Tell me it's not a dream. Otherwise, maybe I
come to Sedona, which would be great, too.
Thank you for talking to me that day. And for
being you. My doctor said today, ‘I went to a
workshop with this amazing woman...’ I cut her off
and said, "Judy Taylor!" She said, ‘How did you
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know?’ And I said, ‘I've been meaning to email her for
a month now and this just showed me I need to do it.’
Hugs,
Corbin
If we believe that everything in life is in perfect order,
and we embrace it, what comes is always the perfect thing for
us. So, relax. Create a healthy mind and body, supporting
your body’s inner ocean. Live, love, laugh, and for goodness
sakes let go! Let life work for you. Your lymphatic system
will do the rest. Trust and believe that this is so, and so it is.
It is no secret that when you feel good, the whole
world can feel it and see it. So go inside, and embrace the
place you are coming from, rather than resisting it. Accept
what is here and now, and the flow will take you where you
need to go.

♥
A point to consider: Blocked energy can be released by
embracing it.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚I am worth the effort it takes
to discover my natural flow.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Doesn’t it feel good when I
acknowledge my personal choices and respect my flow of
life?‛
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Love is the answer.

♥
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Chapter 42

LOVE FEEDS THE SOUL
In the short and long of it, love does indeed conquer
all. There is one purpose that we were put on this planet for
and that is to love ourselves, each other, and all that lives and
breathes on this earth. The body, mind, and soul respond
positively to love. Love is the answer. It is the one thing in
life that offers a healing effect whenever it is experienced. For
example, love supports the lymph system in giving us the
gift of a healthy life.
Love feeds the soul. It gathers all the good and
spreads it around like butter on a baked potato. Love makes
a dark moment feel better. Love caresses your body, mind,
and soul with a gentle touch of energy that changes
everything for the better. Love has no limit, no request for
return. Love only has love. And love, being your most
powerful gift, cannot require an equal return. Love is its own
return. The challenge you have is that sometimes you confuse
love with romance, or with being in lust.
Love yourself first, and love for others and other
things will come from that place. Soon you’ll discover that
love comes in all shapes, sizes, colors, and dimensions. You’ll
notice that different cultures express love differently through
food, clothing, music, and dance. Yet, they are all expressing
the same love.
In life, you can express yourself in different situations
in all kinds of ways, depending on the particular event or
circumstance. You are always making choices about how to
be. How might you respond? Some examples are aggressive,
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angry, loving, soft, positive, judgmental, forgiving, negative,
and defensive. Choose to be loving.
Find the love when you are blocked or stuck, and it
will heal your body, mind, emotions, and soul. You are the
gift. Love yourself and others. Approach life with love.

♥
A point to consider: When you follow the journey of life
with love, you can be certain that all roads will take you
where you need to go.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Coming from a place of love
positively affects my body, mind, soul, and lymphatic flow.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Can I embrace life’s
circumstances with love, even when I feel uncomfortable?‛
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When someone doesn’t
understand who you are,
can you see that
it only matters
whether or not you think
enough of yourself?

♥
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Chapter 43

DEALING WITH CHALLENGING RELATIONSHIPS
When relationships get crazy and your life seems to
implode, do you blame other people and act like you had
nothing to do with the circumstances? Do you bury your
head in the sand? Yet, isn’t it true that everyone that’s
involved has a part in what’s happening?
Well, don’t be hard on yourself. Instead, lighten up
about the people who have been driving you nuts or who
make you feel painfully powerless. The Rolling Stones had it
right when they sang, ‚You can’t always get what you want,
but you get what you need.‛
Every person in your life is there for a reason. When
things get hot and stuff hits the fan, don’t we receive a
healing after all is said and done? Haven’t you noticed that
the relationships that ‚plug you in‛ the most and drive you
nuts are the ones that teach you more than any others?
For sure, these testy relationships aren’t easy! But
don’t you find that when you embrace this person, rather
than resist them, you get to change and grow?. And they will
usually grow and change in the same way! Earlier, when they
were defensive, they fought back out of a desire to feel safe.
Everyone wants to be appreciated for what and who they are.
Just think about it! Haven’t you had relationships
where you tried to communicate with someone who doesn’t
think like you, who doesn’t have the same outlook on life,
and who isn’t interested in what you’re doing on many
levels, yet you still keep cramming the same information
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their way over and over. Turn the tables and remember what
it’s like when someone tries to make you agree with them
when you just don’t. How annoying!
To change any relationship or scenario, you need to
change your way of being with this person. In fact, make
peace a priority in your life through learning new ways of
being in relationship with all people at all times. Clearly, some
people are in your life to teach you to be able to appreciate
them, even though they have no interest in what you are
doing, how you think, or what you look like.
These people make you realize that you are the only
one who needs to love and accept who you are. Isn’t it
wonderful to get that it’s none of your business what other
people think of you? Especially when you understand that
you are the only one who can make you feel okay about
yourself. When someone doesn’t get who you are, can you
see that it only matters if you don’t think enough of yourself?
Yes, that’s a biggie, isn’t it?
Family relationships or work relationships often
present this sort of challenge. Can you keep the relationship
from becoming challenged problem? One option is< work
with it, not against it.
People show up to expand your world and to heal
your heart. When we can come from an appreciation of who
other people are and what they represent, they usually
mirror back the same appreciation in return. Doesn’t this feel
a whole lot better than forcing people to be like you? Why
not allow different views and beliefs to be okay? Isn’t it easier
to love people for whom and what they are? People who are
defensive and angry are really calling out for love because
they don’t feel good about themselves, or perhaps they don’t
feel appreciated. Maybe it doesn’t look like that, but usually
it’s true.
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Don’t take life personally. Listen to what people have
to say; they are always telling you about themselves.

♥
A point to consider: You are responsible for your
relationships and how they feel.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚My relationship with myself
is what can change a challenging relationship into a healthy
relationship.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Can I accept myself and have
that be the basis of harmony in my relationships, rather than
depending on the acceptance from others?‛
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When you’re in a learning mode
and life slips you an unexpected curve,
being soft with yourself and others
makes the journey flow.

♥
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Chapter 44

BEING SOFT AROUND THE EDGES
By keeping to your truth and at the same time
softening around the edges in your way of being, you will
support the nurturing of yourself and others. When you
notice that you are responding in a cutting or edgy way,
think about a baby’s skin or a soft warm fuzzy blanket and
bring that feeling to the surface. It is easy to say, and
sometimes challenging to portray.
Every time you get hooked into a way of being that is
not coming from a soft place, just know that you can imagine
a picture of softness and shift into that place. We are all on
this planet to live in a world of PEACE. Since peace begins
inside of us, we can make a difference in the ways of the
world – each one of us. By softening your words and ways,
there will be a positive reaction on the inside and outside of
your being. It will affect your own lymphatic system and
well-being. In turn, you become an example to all people and
make a difference in the world.
The test will come when you are in a situation that is
not in your comfort zone and you have a hard time turning
your way of being to a soft and loving place. It is easy to be
soft when things are feeling wonderful and life is rolling
along. However, when you are in a learning mode and life
slips you an unexpected curve – that is when being soft with
yourself and others makes the journey flow. This is when you
have the opportunity to assist the movement in your life and
your lymphatic health.
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You can probably remember times when you’ve
expected one thing and got another. Your reaction or
response can easily be one of acting sharp, short, and angry.
This is called resistance, and resistance creates persistence.
Therefore, allowing the softness to take over supports the
change you want to see. Gently go with the flow, and the
flow will take you to a new and better place.

♥
A point to consider:Being soft and loving feels better than
being harsh, fearful, and defensive.
Affirmation for you to consider:From a place of empathy
and love toward myself and others, I am supporting the
constant flow of life and lymph.
A question to ask yourself:Am I grateful to be living in this
world, so that acting and communicating from a soft and
loving space is my reality?
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To be open to taking things into consideration
is to be willing to grow and expand.

♥
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Chapter 45

CONSIDER THIS, CONSIDER THAT
Consider all the things that come to you and are
around you, as well as all the people that you are in
relationships with. Consider your thoughts, your feelings,
your comfort zones, your uncomfortable places, as well as
other people’s feelings, thoughts, likes and dislikes. It is wise
to be considerate, since what you do or don’t do affects the
whole planet, along with your own life and health. Whatever
you do comes back to you. So it’s best to move through life
with consideration. What goes around comes around.
Allow yourself enough space to consider all points of
view. If you stop, look, and listen, you might realize the exact
words or actions that can open you up to a new possibility.
There are no accidents. You are meant to hear all words and
see all actions – all the time.
Trust that if something or someone else comes into
your space, there is something worth considering in this
interaction. It is what makes ideas expand, change, and
evolve. What might have been merely good becomes great
with new input! These are opportunities to allow others into
your world to play.
If you think you know, you better know now that you
don’t know! To be open to taking things into consideration is
to be willing to grow and expand. In contrast, not to be open,
not to consider is to be stuck. When you lack consideration,
you are stuck in the thickness, rather than moving with the
flow. You are playing small and missing out on the
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extraordinary joys of life. Consider that! Why not release the
tension, and consider a life beyond your dreams? Note all the
support and information surrounding you, and drink it up!
When you see life as an open road, you open yourself
up for new opportunities, people, growth, and a world
beyond your expectations. You will be on the healing path –
an easier path and a path full of surprises.
Consider trusting and having faith in what’s
happening. When you do, there is no reason to always be
asking, ‚Why did this happen?‛ The why doesn’t make any
difference. The truth is, it just happened. And the other truth
is that everything that happens has its own beneficial reason
for happening. So consider looking at any circumstance and
finding what makes it beneficial. This is a good thing, since
there is a lesson in everything. Through consideration, you
will find the lesson. Without it, you may miss your
education. Ignoring it now, you’ll only have to learn the
lesson at a later date.
Why not soften up and honor the path you are on? All
of these things lead to movement and flow. This is a good
place to be, personally and physically.

♥
A point to consider: If everything happens for a reason,
anything that happens is a positive event.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Having trust and faith opens
me to consider that every situation has something good to
offer – whether it looks that way or not.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚What stops me from being open
to life’s journey?‛
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Your entire being is happy
when you look for
and see what
there is to celebrate!

♥
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Chapter 46

CELEBRATE YOURSELF, CELEBRATE LIFE!
To celebrate yourself, you must stay in the moment,
rather than focusing on the past or the future. The now is
where you learn to listen to yourself. Then, in the moment,
you may realize that there’s a need to forgive yourself.
Forgiveness is key in loving yourself, and with self-love, you
are able to treat others to your love and joy.
I invite you to celebrate yourself – to celebrate the
people in your life and all that life gives you to experience. If
you believe and trust and have faith, you get to celebrate. If
you don’t believe and are mistrustful and doubtful, you will
be left out in the cold wondering what went wrong.
Celebrating enables you to be encouraged by all that
is. It enhances your energy for moving from this moment to
the next, and with movement and adaptability you unleash
the lymph to move as well.
Celebration is the hoorah! It goes back to traditions of
our ancestors. Throughout time, people sang, danced,
hugged, laughed, prayed, and carried on in celebration. As
they did, joy took over. And just as joy enhances your
outlook and uplifts you, so it is that the lymphatic system
becomes a mirror of that same effect.
Imagine the many types of adventures that are there to
be celebrated in your world. The ultimate goal in your
lifetime is to get in touch with your own celebrations and to
go for it! For one person, celebrating will be hiking, painting,
and having a cup of tea and a piece of fresh apple pie. For
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another, it’s dancing, singing, or taking a grandchild for a
walk.
It is your uniqueness that is truly the gift that has been
given to each of you to invest in. To be willing to be unique is
to be open to true inner satisfaction. And through the feelings
of celebration, you soar to places that you never quite
imagined you could experience.
I commend you for being you! I support you in
celebrating the you that you truly are! You are worth
celebrating – no matter what! And as you celebrate yourself,
you give others the encouragement to celebrate themselves.
Your entire being is happy when you look for and see
what there is to celebrate. Just as looking at a painting can
bring you to new places in your mind, sitting under a tree
can open you up to appreciating all that has ever been
created in Nature. Isn’t all of life worth celebrating –
including you?

♥
A point to consider: The difference between being in a dark
space and celebrating is what makes my life what it is.
Affirmation for you to repeat:‚Celebrating positively affects
my mind, spirit, and lymphatic health.‛
A question to ask yourself:‚Can I see how much better life
feels when I celebrate instead of living in disappointment and
frustration?‛
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The wellspring of good health
can be found
in your lifestyle.
It’s the wonderful gift
of living a life that works for you
on every level.

♥
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Afterword

LIFESTYLE AND ITS IMPACT ON HEALTH
Did you know that a wellspring of good health can be
found in your total lifestyle? Oh, yes! It’s the ever wonderful
gift of a life that works for you on every level. And only you
can do this for yourself. No one else but you!
Let’s look at this together. Our lifestyle impacts our
health, and living with emotional wisdom is one of the
primary factors influencing our lifestyle. However, several
elements of lifestyle are chosen, such as exercise, stress
reduction, diet, cleansing, supplemental support, proper rest,
sunshine, joy, and water consumption.
You were born as a part of nature, so an easy and
smart thing to do for lifestyle guidance is to look at how
nature works. For example, take healthy wild animals. They
have space to wander and be who they are. They rest when
they are tired. They eat natural foods. They don’t eat foods
that contain antibiotics, preservatives, pesticides, and the
like.
Also, consider this. Animals’ bodies are similar to
ours. For instance, an ape is about our size and has a
comparably long intestinal tract. What do apes eat? They
mostly eat raw fruits and greens. Why? Because it works! It
helps whatever goes in to come out in a timely fashion.
Likewise, in order to cleanse our long intestinal tract, we
need foods that come and go easily.
Isn’t it great to think of ourselves as precious beings
that need consideration and care? And by thinking this way,
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you get to treat yourself as a precious being. So eat organic
raw food with each meal. Why? There’s a reason beyond it
being good for your digestion. In addition, it’s the only food
you eat that is alive and full of nutrients and vitamins – plus
there are no pesticides. Cooked food, although it tastes
delicious, lacks nutrients. Any food heated above 115 degrees
loses it energy. In other words, energy begets energy. That’s
why raw food makes your body say, ‚I could go and go and
go and still feel great.‛ And by the way – you’ll look great too
when you eat raw foods, too!
The key is to stop, look, and listen to your body. For
instance, think about the sort of energy you have when you
feel lethargic. At these times, that is exactly the kind of
energy you present to yourself, others, and your lymph
system. Low energy, stress, and apathy are not healthy states
of being! –When you feel this way, you’ve got to get moving!
Find something you enjoy, and get yourself moving and
grooving.
Yes, your nervous system and lymphatic system
depend on exercise to function optimally! Daily movement
that you enjoy will lift you up and relax that precious body
and mind of yours. With it, you become fun, funny, adorable,
attractive, and sexy.
By the way, the best form of movement for the whole
body, and especially for the lymphatic system, is rebounding
– exercises done on a mini trampoline. Rebounding is
aerobic, bone-building, efficient, and lots of fun! And on top
of that, it offers quick results.
On another note, when my grandbaby, Grace, was two
years old, she kept telling everyone, ‚Be quiet!‛ Well, from
the mouth of babes come pure jewels. She’s right! Make it a
habit to stop, sit, close your eyes, breathe, and meditate for a
while each day. Get in touch with yourself and find out who
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you are. This will help you to follow your own lead, unlike
when you go, go, go and never stop long enough to be in
touch with yourself. You need to know who you are so you
can be who you are.
Can you take it all in? Just know that you deserve a
healthy lifestyleand so does your total being! Without sunshine,
movement, proper nourishment, and exercise, not even you
want to be around yourself, let alone around other people!
Well, the truth is that you are perfect! You are a gift!
So honor yourself by living a lifestyle that recognizes your
specialness! That’s why you were given life – to love, laugh,
let go, honor, and obey yourself. So go, be, and enjoy this
special gift called life!
All my love,

Judy Taylor
The lymphomaniac and a believer in you!

♥
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We need to understand how important it is
to keep our lymphatic system healthy,
as it will enable us to live a healthier,
more energized, more joyful life…
till the last moment.
MandoohGhoneum, PhD,
A Leading Expert in Cancer Immunology

♥
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AMERICA’S HEALTH NEEDS HELP!
The American Cancer Society (ACS) states that threequarters of all cancer cases are the result of environmental
and lifestyle factors, including air pollutants, toxins in food,
and lack of physical activity. Today, according to the ACS,
one out of every two men and one out of every three women
are likely to develop cancer. Wow! These are statistics that
will stay in our consciousness.
The condition of our lymphatic system – our internal
garbage disposal system – is one of the most important
factors determining whether we can detoxify efficiently and
feel healthy, energized, and balanced.
As MandoohGhoneum, PhD, of the UCLA School of
Medicine, one of the foremost experts in cancer immunology,
says, ‚The lymphatic system is the defense system of the
body. It is like the army and the intelligence agency for the
country. If it is strong, the country is strong, safe and well
protected. If it is weak, the country can be destroyed and
occupied easily, not only from the outside, but also from the
destructive enemies inside. We need to understand how
important it is to keep our lymphatic system healthy, as it
enables us to live a healthier, more energized, more joyful life
until the last moment.‛
In China, an ancient form of lymphatic therapy called
the Art of GuaSha is widely used as a folk technique in
households both to prevent and treat illness. It has also long
been a tool there for practitioners of traditional Chinese
medicine. In Europe, lymphatic drainage is a very popular
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therapy, used for health maintenance and disease prevention.
In these countries, lymphatic therapy is keeping people
rejuvenated, energized, and healthy, while helping them feel
and look younger. It’s now time for more Americans to tap
into the support that the amazing lymphatic system can
provide!
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YOU CAN LIFT YOUR LYMPH!
Balance your life with factors that support the optimum
functioning of your lymphatic system…
The release of stress
Daily fun, laughter, and happiness
Peaceful rest
Unconditional love
Movement that promotes a toned and flexible body
Listening to yourself
Creative expression
Strong digestion
Challenges do not seem overwhelming
Pleasant weight
So-called ‚problems‛ are seen as opportunities
Sexual energy is balanced
Relationships are supportive, enjoyable, and
supported
Life seems purposeful
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How’s Your Inner Ocean Doing?
What causes congestion?
Stagnation (lack of movement)
Trapped energy
Trauma (physical or mental)
Repressed communication
Poor diet
Illness
Chemicals/drugs
Judgment and blame
Not listening to yourself
Being overweight
Rigidity
Flabby or untoned body
Poor circulation
Lack of exercise
Off balance
Overdoing
What’s the result?
Lumps, bumps, swelling in the lymphatic system
Fatigue
Pain
Loss of feelings of well-being
Disease/ill health
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WHAT MAKES IT RIGHT?
You do with…
Discipline
Movement
Deep breathing
Lots of water
Organic unprocessed foods
Truth
Fresh air
Relaxation
Balance
Self-expression
Stress reduction
Compassion rather than judgment and blame
Unconditional love for yourself and others
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LYMPHATIC FITNESS AND HEALTH
There’s one exercise that has greater impact on our
lymphatic health than any other form of exercise, and that is
rebounding. It consists of bouncing on a specially made minitrampoline called a rebounder. Remember, to keep the
lymphatic fluids flowing, it is up to us to stay active!
Bouncing (rebounding) specifically addresses the
body’s lymphatic system. Acting as the body’s missing
lymphatic pump, this movement activates your body’s
lymphatic system so it can drain away potential poisons and
protect you against disease.
Pick a form of movement to insure your inner ocean is
flowing and doing its job of detoxifying your inside water.
Do what you love, and it will love you back by keeping you
healthy and happy!
Lymphatic flow depends on you! Be there for yourself
and your health. It’s the greatest gift there is.
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THE ART OF GUA SHA and
TOTAL LYMPHATIC WELLNESS
SELF-HELP PACKAGE
The Art of GuaSha is a 2,000-year-old
Chinese method of promoting
lymph, blood, and chi circulation. Its
beneficial effects are achieved by
stroking the skin in a particular way
with a handmade wood tool. This
ancient technique is often used by practitioners of traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM), but it is also a folk remedy and selfhelp tool widely utilized in households in China and other
areas of the Far East.
Judy Taylor Lymphatics offers a Total Lymphatic
Wellness Self-Help Package. The Total Lymphatic Wellness
program includes the following: The Art of GuaSha tool and
booklet, Taylor's new book Your Inner Ocean: Wisdom for
Lymphatic Health, and two essential oil combinations to
stimulate and enhance lymphatic flow.
Available online at: www.judytaylorlymphatics.com.
Personal information and requests are available by emailing:
judytaylorlymphatics@yahoo.com.
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short, her message is you are your own healer, and you can heal
your life.
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It is my belief that good health and peace on earth are
relatedand that they begin inside each of us.
Judy Taylor
.

Don’t forget to love yourself.
Soren Kierkegaard,
Danish philosopher and theologian,
and Judy

♥
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